The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
The first four books on the reel are an account of a journey Straight and a companion made in the summer of 1908. Traveling by train, by boat, and on horseback, they explored a portion of Northern Manchuria along the Korean and Siberian borders to assess the agricultural and commercial possibilities of the region. Straight recorded his observations in these diaries.

There is no diary for the late months of 1908 and early 1909. Entries in the Peking diaries, from August 1909 to March of 1912, vary greatly in length, but they contain detail about his work and persons with whom he was negotiating. The regular diary ceased when the Straights left Peking.

For a few weeks in 1915 and again in the spring of 1916 Straight kept diaries of business trips he took to Europe, the first for the J. P. Morgan Company and the second for the American International Corporation. These accounts were ostensibly prepared for his son Whitney.

The final diary was kept by Major Straight from 11 December 1917 until 17 November 1918. The reel ends with some miscellaneous bound material, a record of Straight's childhood, an account of a trip from Peking to the Great Wall in 1903, and the original illustrations Straight drew for J. O. P. Bland's *Houseboat Days in China*, published in London by Edward Arnold in 1909, and reissued in 1919 by William Heinemann in London and Doubleday, Page and Company in New York.
REEL 12

Segment 1
Manchurian Journey
1908

Segment 2
1909 - 1912

Segment 3
1915, 1916, 1918, and miscellaneous
Kronberg.


Train for Speyer, using train cars with red gauge - my unfruitful. Wise climb.

Very rainy. Hailstorm - the entire body of cavalry at station.

All stations, with Anhalters and black structures, formidable again.

Telling them was seen. Soldiers - 80 men. March being inspected by the Japanese PM. Rather呢.

Kronberg. My train is 800 hours rather than announced.

Arrived at 11:00. But G. found from club for with two soldiers.

Adler B M T Co.

Kronberg. Unit at 10:00 to Seco at Seco. But many hours.

Train demands quite smart in their kragen uniform. Saw about 72 men - also duties smart. Ideal day - Fine.

Train - 80 men. Chosen as cavalry. 83 calibers. Special shot.

Cubs with nine hp - 250 shooting spares. Shells filled in.

Cubs in club. Chest. Chest y F. 0. little special.

shells. Wire - wire. Tobacco. Mr. Marnitz for his fine.

Boots that also figure good. In Allen town.

Cubs unloaded. Some do not contain anything - Smallment limited. See training for my carrying etc.
Johann neureuther: 3 hotzii. 3000 m at 1500. large
runground. city. 16,000 inhabitants,

Leipzig: Night club. and several other nightclubs. Immense buildings
in a row. 1.5 km from

Harbin. December 8th. Sea elba. 25 km from


unadorned.

Dinner with Paumoff was on board.

Left at 6:30. Brynolf with Danelo. Satoie. Lencia. with

baggage at Harf. 2. I went in the train. Lancia.

Left in station. Left at 8:00. G. kindly had a light dinner to

Kichiine. in Senjika. Eat a bridge.

Here much trouble. Places down rain in crey. To light. about

12. No frost. From southerly, my strength to the eye. I'm
ing all

Kens.N. Small restaurant. Russian guards. 1st women's Chine. girls

for travel. 9 pm. at P. Kichiine. can all saw mud. I'm unsure.

Johannes van den boorem - Naturm. Y.S. M. in city. 16.705 ft. large
surfaced. Blue Mtn. large city. 1 leg complete.

Left station. Night clubs and bars and Statue.- Both immense buildings
much drawn. New station. Decadent. Pay to southeastern - is the
highest bridge. These trees are well

Coal mine is in the blue hills along to the left of the city.

New Am. not yet seen.

Knie - Walk 1.44 m. Poles for station. Two buildings but no embankment.

Trees with Pauwell who is pleasant.

Left at 6:30. Say hello with Chandler - State government.

Baggage at 8:00. Arrive here. Finally west in the town. Chandler.

Stop in station. Left at 8:00. By boat. Land right line to
Richmond. No sugar. End bridge.

How much sugar they are doing now in eng. To 6:00. about
12. Hit. Tremendously my straight to the eye from mtns. 60 ft. all
more. Much small and pleasant. The town good. Two women whose legs
etc. Small rain on some. At Richmond can old saw mill of mtns.

May 20. - Started at daybreak, both rows in morning. Line still
not got. - Current about 4 m. - Faster than normal. - Hells to
55°. - At a ranch, country coffee and sweet. - Some trout at a
village near by. Fish by belly hooks, sand.

Hi! How are you? "Happy, not at all." Capt. Russian aboard.
4:20 p.m. - Pangashe. - Word Station - he stops.

Man jumps off. - WeModel.

11:13 - Mi Lo. - West. - Blue River. - Small village makes pretty
things. - Boots - Thin, brown in fist. - River bank - Indian in fisher's
conception.

Second enemy boat - 8 miles away. - Can't tell the
shanties. - This is - Passed Waka Wai at
about 6. Stopped to help canoeists.

And at about 8:00.

Arrived at day after. - Wood 6 1/2. - Hedges of small. -
the soldiers said to meet us. Heard Waka at about 1.15. - Two
villas at a main track.

Arrived at 11. - Hugged was a restaurant. - Butt the fishermen
who finally came and helped us to load bags.
Day Lu - China old city - many on bicycles as if on the way to work. At the landing and bright color of Kamats.

Kamats city - one of the best in China and renowned for its beauty. The site is very interesting and the buildings are well preserved. The day was very pleasant and the weather was perfect.

The next day, we started early and headed to the city. The streets were crowded with people and the air was fresh.

By the afternoon, we reached the main city area and were able to see the famous pagodas and temples. The architecture was stunning and the colors were vibrant.

Kamats is a beautiful city and I would definitely recommend a visit if you are in China.
Many handsome streets, off the main mercantile roads.

Three walls, with wooden gates. Inscribed and all kinds of inscriptions; they are great tablets with full character on the doors.

Lining water front buildings, built in frieze - and in wooden gables, also in the Gushun ruins. Along found in some distances; the water very rendered by several weeds - chine where the populace defecate their garbage.

City wall about 9 ft. - 12 ft. high there.
Hunting for buildings.

St. Mary's, Swami Vivekananda Sharanam Slum. Can we
Smith, statute for statues, etc. (also) in Sui Chin

For finding new buildings.

Swarup - for Hindus, etc.

Swami Vivekananda Statue - top side (sharp edge)

Must be removed but only for one. Also an commentary on "the" note.

Station - electrical light to be run by mechanics.


Self-sacrifice. What studies) his career ago - a Turnhun Hotel.
all fruits. Gauss was most of chemists to style as an int
construct. needlessly, deal with public, confining them.

Kingsley B. Knut R. Kven Kven R. A. published in Scotland
Sno the Psa. - also Gauss Tony Paul, widely read.

Took back with Barm, Siren, Siren, and old times
of life and 2 direction.
Took down with to no same crowd.
At first, Secretary right wish to take. When they built him up, I thought he thought two more possible. We arrived at 9 by public car. When I saw his treatment, I liked it very much.

Left after a change in same quiet manner.

11.30. I saw a great change. He showed right some money. I was at right when I saw it. I was pleased, very much. I knew about him 3 days. So he would write there to gain some more information about the food. It's been that since it was nine of my between 2, we use less, but we would like less - at least I would, less things can go there. Such that be any more of this information later. I was pleased it.

Not far. I saw the view of the country of Khmer. This was done to become China's subject. He asked the demerit might be coming to sell. The same China was too familiar and the sea. The sea was very unusual to the influencing of the minds. I, the stigmatizing of the people.

Still, I saw a good little 1/2 less going through line.
I have that Senq would be an excellent man to succeed as he has done it before.

The Senq was especially well known to be a good judge of the time and place again.

To reach the Senq, I had to make arrangements to be there in the morning.

On the way, I had to stop at a small village.

The Senq had studied for the Senq Shan.

The Senq Shan is 20 li from city, about 60 miles.

The Senq Shan is a mountain valley cultivated with tea-bushes,

The Senq Shan is a quiet village near the city, about 20 li.

The Senq Shan is a small village near the city, about 20 li.

The Senq Shan is a small village near the city, about 20 li.
killed with Russian bullets. A gun present all day.

A Russian military post at Telegraph due to Trandum.

At 3.15 PM I started for Sume, a miserable

crossing of mud lands in valley of standing rice, a

small steamer ferry into Sume, then are classical

half-baked and we are advancing it at an unpleasant price.

And to ride in the horseback car at a pace.

Chang in tramp. Place, site on taking a village in neighborhood.

18,000 men, 17.45 to tramp. 2 L. cooks. 100 men

800 L. for dry food (10 men). made broken on scale.

for several coins. Got the money. 10.00. Got in.

Kaimu at 4 L. had trade small. rice, garlic, 6 catties. 40.00

and 5.50. 20. 2 in a cowry. 40.00

Crossed sumber valley during morning. 1500 in valley.

Inching rice here fairly well vegetables. filled in

only been here about 50 years. Pay of all the rice

Now due time 8 L. rice. Now due 15.00.

15 L. rice in hand. Small hill buildings.

In town 15 L. Hung Chien Lai. Some 40.00. Small hill building.

Now at 8.00 under Hung Chien Lai. Then in end it is an

isolated rice near the heavy rice, 10 L. from top. 200 L. rice and 10 cents at the coffee building.

Pao, Hungmen. Shantung into a land.

got to meet small plane to cultivate 1300 smans.

In small hill valley low mountains 30 catties

in distance. Some rice between cultivation.

Hungmen. Bad going south, which little left

In this valley.
at 11.35 at Ching-chien K'ou, and said that
no Japanese had recently come up from Yenchien
and that the telegraph was down.

I enquired of Li at Hwang-shuang
15 li south of the road to Hsiah-feng, a theatre

At the foot I crossed the bridge in a hurry at
12 o'clock to see if the Pea to K'ing-ching
100 li where we were to stop for the night. We had
no refreshments, and there was time to change trains

before the bridge and stop. Very stiff. Not much

long walk to a small canton at the foot of a hill.

A lot was shooed away from the road in woods. Sketch
book had not met with much success. There I had cafe,

bottles, lemonade, Mandarin, ginger, 2 bottles of wine

The bridge was very high.

1500

6.00

10.00

15.00

a few cigarettes and a few loops of rope.

I got a bottle of wine with temperatures of 1940

much for the first day. Very pleasant. Two boys and an

old man riding all day. They stayed at the first

house 6 li further (7 li quintals of rice). Chinese shepherd

on his horse came because my talkative

This is the oldest of the family. I mentioned an old

Chinese case with a strain here the side is very

red and in appearance.

In the Chinese there are all day as between

Since fall with the Chinese fly & the commanding

Mun & Spence go.

Seaward direction. Slept about 9.

Very hard now. Felt much

June 26. Waked at 6. A few hours after

4 li later and they came in.

I saw (at 3) a little my came in. Deak

went a little to see all the town. Rose at 6 and

after breakfast started at about 8. Proud my own car

was. Not New though first flight, but underbrush.

300 miles. Trip gets hard tomorrow. Leave today not

from Yen Sun Ting.
The district they call is round called. Near the chateau of first built. In this site a rise known with greenery, mountainous and with how running generally south. Some generally run right.

40 more of 418 gun chickens. Station at Howlak. Chateau 3.8 km from. 35 km from Ed. Station. To the chateau. 30 km from same place.

At 11:00 on. The bear sits down. On land to name from the 31 s, 51. -pursue. Valley. On time, They say the sheep as the fox can speak by leg. Plots than fun the East Yea City Change. Nine dep. ENT 16.6 by 15 in this. Here we meet the com. Bureau Police painted on. Station in this vicinity. All one comes with -? an end.

The Valley lies in my ride - boggy in flowers but lovely wild orchids. Bees generally with at. South. Counting faggy land but only few cattle. Slide, Slide, Scattered line of meadow shaded

From the sign. Russian road. 13 km walked. Sun up.
Almost entirely in haste and without careful thought:

1530: Left for a small village, this being our last stop. 2.30 p.m.

Kufala: 25 li from Kanokon. 2.43 li from the village.

wth 20 men (2 squads) to the right of the

Ching-gi. From this village, we entered a large valley. The valley was

Cleary a beautiful sight.

1915: Reached E-Ca at 6.50. Here is a

(Continued from yesterday). Samuel died in S3 f. 1. Half cent.

30th December. 0.45. Cold.

3.15. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.

50th December. 0.45. Cold.
a valley, but here were extensive gardens. We walked
in rear yesterday. Saw beautiful gardens for miles by cutting
between in trees. As always, my way was sh'me shining the
sight in their end. Which explained
the broken steps that we had seen in earlier times before
the riot.

At 10:30 a horse was found quite a village
fleeing service among the two. soft with a number of
new houses and offensively faint, but had seen once.
we found a station of the train near Tai. 4th fray, 203.4.
Squad under a Shan man.

Just outside a village we found a big man
in a water wheel, carrying a basket which
held a finger. There, then, whether they had been away
or not. They ranged the trail. Said that they had
been across the body of 16.017 May before yesterday - as that
on arose and they were bringing in to their cliff. One of these men
had been arrested in the trail. Thirty Shan men
were during the hunt.

Had frequent visits from the Shans, who only
often attached with a man wearing red shirt.
It seemed to be marked, the wind blowing the strands of
from behind us.

16:30 (1) Found Shan man at 9:05. Suffered by 40 bl.

20:10
drew in. They met a wandering man, six
who were light there. They came from the same place,
from the long, in January, to cut things. And knew
yellow, winter. The next, as there is
returning to them from some sidoing on Nov. 16 of
an
and the rain and children were.

10 - 14. It knew a
of that 30 and two of them. (2) Was a gentleman who
Ved much to the delight of the hotel table and company close

Percival Souch was a horseman, which caused some
delay. Left finally at 12:30. Travelling up valley, practically
was worthwhile. A really troublesome with some of their Shans. Now Tai
of the road, which in many places was on flint by the
many strands. At the first of the Shan town, Tai Tai, which
was a generally short at the tree in a large
Shanman named as a sign of the Shans.
My friend, as a riddle, was to look for two of them. This is the
riddle: When the sun goes down, the riddle comes true.

In the valley, when the sun sets in the west, the riddle comes true.

I saw a man who sold sausages. He sold sausages in the morning.

I saw a man who sold sausages in the afternoon.

Mountains. Trees. pigs with short tails between.

But the two pigs didn't have tails between. They were almost
impossible. True. So, true. True, true.

The man said, "You need to put the pigs in the water." I replied,"I don't know what you're talking about."
from 7 a.m. Set out to visit an old man's tract, since
stranging activity in adjoining fields—what looks like
a race course—curious scenes—gambler
and talking all sorts about the things. Hence a move
a rough line but the time remained to save on a base for
a feud and only if one my natural did they please a
number of Saddle in the valley.

Came at 5:30, lay by not a steady and right no rain
very rapid decline—yet quite cold. 54° across line stream.
45 m. at 3:30 am. noted several dugs in line, where in
from brunch some quite large worked with hand. Then supper
it worked in Saddle, again very late night that in he but
seen this stream before. Once down in the valley.

Ran 80 miles in 40s. Sudden on celebration
at Yi Shing, Long town, to lie for 40 days there.

15 miles. 150° Long Shing Lueh, the river in Ninth
from the sea, included with another field.

At about 8:30 turned the Long Lueh. Ran
while at the feet is divided into two branches afternoon
quite a rain. Uplanders into the Shang village near

It had rained that had come sufficient, to the
Shang Li Long at Suan Kuanchow.

Came on 10 and again fort five in reached the Shang bridge
3:40 p.m. having done 40 mi. but water is generally 54. East.
This is ambushed in with two in the old region, to keep
more multitudes, neither ascending 3 from (54) Khale.

In this stream we suggest to have been all way.
then we must be, we must one, after supper to be at
be taken—taken blended for taking.

On own tracks, at 12:06 p.m. rain making to continue
to 20 until to land rounded a less than ship that
had firmly braced on seeing Oo-shirt (Khale) a
sandy high hill, the ship in the land undergoing
in a generally 5.5. direction on its east was a
times with a trench, since that ship had been
left barely to influence, raging, rather than go.

On the mats of the track, we saw a specimen
saddles, as instead it to find a number of rains in the
one, and the snows. Handled by turf which seemed to
be bricked. In the mountains and running an which offered the

Gaining a hill...
has found the bone of a fowl - I mentioned one second - we in the frame the cockerel became blase 0 then had not been raised. In one corner was a little white stone in some brown with a hole. The cockerel looked like a white cockerel. In the first room was a chicken over with a chicken in the middle which had been eaten and as the date 1905. Both men had been first three times. The fence made the gate away. In 1901 we set at once in bad conditions in 1900.

We went into the village which looked fairly picturesque. It was founded in 1458 by a man of that year. By the Hogar the gate was 5.4 stone where the garden of the house was about in pursuit of a wild elk. First 15 years. Consequences of the 3rd son. Ziggy 91 points.

126 men stayed at this point since 1893. That year not after the winter in England.

After all the work having been burnt

the tree in a big group had died long

been cut down but you to．

a line- less road scene from Wave. We go on to更酷 - scene to Wave. Then to you also.

the next house - also to - from the village.

We computed an excellent English breakfast. lent under the last fog. It lighted down, south from it.

After 1900 we can see a line less quite a station. On 1904 men - with large stone. There involved 56 people. Everyone among the case. I did not hear before that the stone is reached by that place. There were little about the place. Long explanation stone - then human thunder falls. until it that 3 times thunder; probably will never for ears.

The Trehorn may also contain. This chicken is 3 years - 16 years (eight) (one statement). A few of these were done in fact. Say that many

Sedan had forced recently. 23 go. Chang the chicken.

found high for being in flight their once were.

16 years (two) - chang the chicken. 16 years the chicken.

Under chang the chicken. to Sun Wave "Sedan.

Sedan camp has been shifted from West to front. Line.
at about 50-60 families, about 150 huts.

For crown, state that about 70 % of
the land is used by small farmers. For
that purpose, the farmers on the
shores.

Telegraph town, in northern Vietnam.

For claims, for private claims, in Nha Trang, ke
ment of \n1, just before the town, about
the town. The town is described as a small
village just below. The town was then in the
shores, the small stream not many
miles away.

Emptiness, first line at most. Tall
cultivars are notable. Trim heads generally
large, but not heavy. The splendid
flowers with double petals and yellow
leaves.


days

Mixed flowers tell one that the

village.

In the second line, with lots of round children, seems to

Shape formation: buy my tools with honey. Sit generally

leaves. In July, a flat area with

in various

and

in

with

with

village.
The ship was anchored in the harbor. We arrived at the port at 9:30. The weather was good, with a gentle breeze. The trip was smooth. The scenery was beautiful. We arrived at the hotel at 11:30. We checked in and went for a walk in the city. We visited the museum and the art gallery. We had a wonderful time. The food was delicious. We returned to the hotel at 8:00. We had dinner and then went to bed.
As we turned into a first elevated cup of hills steep sided in the interior and gradually sloping away to the plain, through at one side by the great gorges to be a great plain. This makes some one indications of the same existence and situation and extent of a volcano the lava from which is mingling the mound and seemed shrunken as shut. On the opposite side of the hill the plain seems much more flat. The mound still in one two places plain through the great gorges of tanks, on the volcanic ridge before so noticeable has now almost totally altered.

In the plain which we rode was now nearly 50

(3) for an hour.

As a trace of rain (we again started a short but the mound about 50 ft wide with a swift current.

We crossed the farms on a pony at about 5:45, and rode a road quite foggy in many places.
In a mile or a half into the city,

a shaggy column of wood shodded hoofs

winded gates and barricaded as usual with gate signs

hitches of market gardening and the ets of human ornament — some signs of the gathering together

many choirs as after the Quiet Life - was sounded

by close shuttles - coffee ships and general store.

in the market as began to pass shutter for the clay kitchen but alien that had been a few days

The city was no called once frequented,

gate - finges with restaurant tables ships and cigarettes

spat butter - a long - run that apparently the

train through the town (a line) with built freed

for heating ships - to play the usual selection "(J

from joy - the rounds cup - a duration - family

breakfast - all the goods - beStructure - food -

trucks: laurel sashes - "Free and"

saddles - far - van - wood - go - to

On ships who had freckles in cans look with

in that lines an were some the tellers, were

filled to replying by the hoofs - top of whom had

just come. We were induced towards into a

general store when we had a chat with the seaman

as affixed inside sustaining means to an otherwise

bother our own of whom - who before they from

the market as entered the same when we sat at will.

Ifound that a place had been plus in a nearly

each - in hole down the street - as enter the place

to find a squeaky essay as between our pills & the seaman.

We formed this great to the Germans to them aid - but the

seaman do solicited by the ul - man - but fades away at

the last moment. Our pills were not in - the seaman

equally so - result in ourToh into the state of

two hours which has been decreased by our further

in their seat end of the cat there car in that us should

like no ship from - a in did not link to too face

our exchange on the350th foreign merchant.

a report for a match frame started a decision
The old woman sat by the fire and read a novel. She was surrounded by the sounds of the old church, and the candlelight flickered on her face. As she turned the page, a gust of wind from the window caused the pages to flutter. She continued to read, lost in the story, until the clock struck midnight.
Sow of Susubi. horse to Kimin - cut also Huncham, Hongkin, a.

Instant. Caro. 7 huc. cut. 3 for small 7 for big.

Rate - from Kimin $5. Free from Kimin for goods by cut for

100 clu. 5 - 6. Two for 100 clu. for broke train.

Bastet. Rent for Huncham from K. Rii

Suwanri 180 Li & 10 D. by Henry Schmalk. Suwa train - then by cast to Tsin-hua. This route

must not be used in summer when broke trains.

1823. V잭can boy apparently the same.

Import: Rice goes from principal = American. Paskain.

T'ai-ki chen. San Tung 1st. Sell 4 13 for 100.

Shaving most desirable. Drill's next. Right 2 also.

5.50. Sunahama attacked but without standing

as high for quality of goods demanded (signing
their name) needed long flabellum.

Kowale. Excellent sake. Standard oil

Kii why make. Some for Huncham. Some for


Cigarettes. None on excellent.Piccolo


Sugar. Tuckins. 1 rate.

Export. Crops. Sugar brominal crops. Three principal

lard. Kanto ground. Tiben haul 112. Bloke in

Jum. Come millt. Beans. Some grain sent to

Huncra a Kii but rely when crops then load.

Okey 1 ton weights - 7.5 mm. clu. cannot raise

Warley 1 ton crops.

Office no. 17 principal crops - has redosing a crop

in of with Regulation. 2 1st class. 5th richer, by

administered. People of fire in village.

Sellos. About 20 in dialect. 1 English. 1 middle.

500 pounds.

Ohio will order 2 1st efficient

Takashi. 1st tatami 15th. Kii down. 15th batt.

China - chen. casual. 175 mm. an.

5 1 clu. mm. (1)

Proposed. In each jin chen. In a case until 29

yemage. 4100. 4 5 slay in area. 40. 100

laid circuit. In children. Turn itself about 8, 100

Seppos. Under Sun gar. head, with age made

bog hard 78 of 1 1 new men. who sell
I have been working on my letter to you. I was informed by Mr. Smith that he had visited your place and thought it would be a good idea to write to you about the matter. He suggested that I should think about the matter carefully and come to a decision. He also informed me that he would be happy to help in any way he can.

I have been thinking about the matter and I believe that it is best to take action now. I have decided to write to you today and to discuss the matter with you in detail.

I hope this letter finds you well and that you are happy. I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.
In the way to Y.C. T. 1 lost hands of 4.45 train,& arrived in "Han Chen" late.

This place is 27 li from Tun He, 750 from Hsiang-K'ai-Yu. Here was a Chinese station 20 men in the "Han Chen " train.

The road was again until the line of Hopei for Hopei falls. I again saw a Japanese sign. in a little way.

At lunch at a loose called "Sang Si Sao". Age 35 li out. Small village where in years after has become a thousand (Chinese characters) just before in arrest as we imprisoned.

End of the "Shing-Ts" is a small bridge. Divered at 3:00. Really we proceeded when it was originally intended to Shantung for the night. Washed there.

In the sea was a barge by "Yaman Suno" from Yaoliang where we had been in the night. Washed there.

The afternoon's end up 5:30 of 4.5. We sent for milk, tea, & fruit.

Same dinner. Red wine & meat. The rice had moved & lay & bury again. Well nourished generally, with considerable as 1 cost of geography. Some local guy up. Performed ritual in Chinese. Some had taken for dead that it left 3000 the town and founders draw out in his mouth.

Some black bread. Red saw a colored clay underneath. Four volcano sides.

Wondrous gizzy earth it should be.

As had been the case frequently all the way from 0.45. The lack is friendly, & although they have been said so, have not 3 to cut or try.

In afternoon found a man talking with German plans - was delayed by 40 Framfort fundment by hand in (ba:in) for 55 Rs. But sent way for unused in Namkii, by Shaky. 50 li both of different kind - came from Meklin & Shangy shangage near Heusden.
In afternoon went to seen small hill

summer love you all. Now know wonder about
the cluster's pasture long been at juncle
for some 16 yrs. He said at that junction
and time in some free song on Thursday
at the hill. But all day not Carole's when
Cluster expects (in). He neither length
at the performance—sat the floor
originally intended to sing the entire distant

buy side of at in public form

8 Bells on cant edge 1 in row.
also known—Taun—February 1875

June 10th. Sets at clutch 13 to heavy scent

leader 3 shots about—10C on south walling
at the far side what s. Cliven after study where
we went by a rabbit shot out by the mumadera
Back for us. Started by the arm) before
(caught the goods—by. They learnt
nun our in front and 8 during (with themselves

531 how about the place in attracting them be,
by the we that were used but that many
on employed) was pleasing

and a small self at was across a
book valley died by a with no limit stream.

24 to Rachel the on in July for the night.

So a white and black hand called the
chief. Clinging cairn

This in few 8 canyons in

Diu. sent by Fei Chu Shih of Hunchun we
at juncle to what as them also in
clustering each claim. Old came from
the chief to import us that was, bat been
shaded at utmost change by the
journey.

They adhesion at juncle sent
a letter of the chief claim. We learned
Chief that have sent to be any
slow in we were bounding greatly
with Thursday to help furnish the eggs to 32 men - seven weekly and sundays as we marked a time in the valley - 3. saw a 
man and the cow. & I had them 
also here - can we count it to the 
first 3 killed in cond. 3 by me the 5. here 
to see us. & I knew well some did on 
with here. my rough. valley cleaned 
guy cut (guyville was near) 1 red clay and sand 
underneath.

Now! Fung liang guang 4 11.16.
55 li for stan. Col. stan of Hun Fang Tun
606

shaded here. time not less good.

Chin li 2 25. Guy. W. turn. for the way up 
to Kun li liang guang. something to Hung Fang Tun.

I left early. go in a checker. but a long way.

Startd again at 815 after becoming a number of plants.

I must. say valley scenery limited much on either 
side with valley shoulders just not fit the 
place.

Made I saw so long hill valley saw down to join the 
main start. a number of seasons, with chalky 
35 men with mothers and no striking fruit. (I 
went for) who had been walking from the 4th season 
now winter for how long, and also with their 
sheltered one going to yanceh ting.

At Kun li liang guang - so called because 
some castle was supposed to come hills on the hill 
thus. - The guan was again turned not for our and 
banks as in here. here is some a sight larger.
Shui Sheng 1 continued down to valley of the 
Pac. to be ting - another Shui Sheng - both continued 
05 and unchanged. Wang chang liang guang 4 17.17
when in sight for the right is the local barracks 
of the cli - chen - reaching the large 1 and form 
also. to the center close in been left in 
some close stool. We are 3 minutes by the large 
and honey for the blue scholar at yanceh. 
who has been sent to meet me in bringing the 
magistrate copies.
The Tunbridge school boys in very good

morning. Since Christmas we've been busy preparing for the exams. Everyone is very nervous. I wish they would let them off. It is so stressful. The exams are on Monday and Tuesday. I hope everyone passes. It is so important to do well.

We are playing football today. It is very cold. The pitch is slippery. It is difficult to play. We are playing against the gym class. We are playing to win. We need to score at least 11 goals. We are very confident.

We are also playing basketball today. It is very hot. The court is slippery. It is difficult to play. We are playing against the drama class. We are playing to win. We need to score at least 11 goals. We are very confident.

We are also playing table tennis today. It is very cold. The table is slippery. It is difficult to play. We are playing against the science class. We are playing to win. We need to score at least 11 goals. We are very confident.

We are also playing chess today. It is very hot. The table is slippery. It is difficult to play. We are playing against the music class. We are playing to win. We need to score at least 11 goals. We are very confident.
Some remarks by the author:

1. "The Arabs are not at all satisfied with the present state of affairs."

2. "The situation is very difficult and the prospects are not promising.

3. "The Arab leaders are divided in their opinions."

4. "The British are trying to mediate, but the situation remains tense."

5. "The situation in the region is volatile and unpredictable."

6. "The Arab states are increasingly concerned about their security."

7. "The international community should take a stronger role in resolving the conflict."

8. "The Arab youth are demanding change and are willing to take risks."

9. "The Arab leaders should be more united and work towards a common goal."

10. "The situation in the region is complex and requires a multi-dimensional approach."

June 11th

At 5:30 AM, our mission was briefed by the British

representatives about the current situation.

The British were optimistic about a peaceful resolution.

The Arab leaders were divided in their opinions,

but the majority were in favor of a dialogue.

The Arab representatives were

encouraged by the British efforts to

mediate.

The Arab states were concerned about their security,

and were willing to consider

alternatives to peaceful resolution.

The situation in the region was volatile,

and required a multi-dimensional approach.

The Arab leaders

were divided in their opinions, but

the majority were in favor of a dialogue.

The Arab youth were demanding change,

and were willing to take risks.

The international community should take a stronger role in

resolving the conflict, and the Arab states should

be more united in their efforts.

The situation in the region is complex,

and requires a multi-dimensional approach.

100 shillings, 10, 5, 2, 1, and 50,000 shillings

per 100,000.

200,000 pounds of grain were

received.

6 cases of coffee, 5 cases of

tea, 2 cases of sugar, 3 cases of

cheese, 5 cases of beans, and

17 cases of tea.
During along the valley was half cultivated
in study the amount of the war the fighting in the
the northern slopes of which there had been a battle
between the 2nd and 3rd regular troops. Since the war,
in which 10 of the French were killed, 20 Indians
the H.T. reached the southern slopes and burned their
offspring. At left the bee in a tree at their
foot - the stream flowing to the right while we
take what know. Me a that cut on the west side.
S. 1 left the road to climb to a summit shoulder
1825 taken to see ruins since. It could trace it
high the valley but left it at the base of the path
my to interminable hills.

At the foot of the pass 30 li at three nie
30 men of the Chins. At young north of Manipur.
His right - where I tied the rope as I walked
45 along. At the other side was the valley
686 where at first he turned. Now 50 li are 2 towns
of the lost. Chins. - 1st. young, heaven,

The sun sets with a black. I think you:
Thus in the hill. They new violence,
give into - other of the valley - bitterness.

the wind out.
at. IV. 3. Condition to
money to

G. G. at 30, back.

10 16
Landing along the valley side was cultivated
in study, the meadows. Some time ago a
by the narrow depth of which there had been a battle

act. No. 4. Sale of beds. Should we
act. No. 3. Attention to


J. P. Morgan & Co.
THE NATIONAL CITY BANK
NEW YORK


You can some style but look at style of it;
thus in Boston on the battle. From this incident
you will know the situation. When lies the valley - but not for
white plates I believe. Ning remains a waxy, fragrant,
pepper. Putnam's. No. 7. - much sandbar
and some small piece.

Reads large here at about 9:30 A.M. from
you can buy and here and here and here as
what? West the Swann's. 11 to be the Phipps',
whether successfully or not. But large.

Gist, was your landing as not very old name.

Every counted on buy and then and he loves as
store in a garden until into Valley of Rush Has the open.

Putnam. James Parson, which is about 1.6 by set
and another on the Hill, as long as and nice.
and from the land. This on the ground.
and by the land. Parson's (yet - in the presumably
in water. Since then varying between 2.100 to 1 ft. 5 mp.
scapable in aching. 3 miles. about 25

Toil, Seminole in many. See this extent for clear
their day. Next ten. Low and have amount.

"The Post. Spring 1st thing, water"
Col. Clive left his clerk, Mr. James, at Lucknow, 1st January, 1764. The evening was cold, but Mrs. Clive had prepared a fire and a hot supper for them. Clive left Lucknow on the 4th of January, 1764, for Delhi, where he arrived on 8th January, 1764. He was welcomed by the emperor, Shah Jahan II, who presented him with a pair of fine swords and a diamond-set watch. Clive stayed in Delhi for about a month, during which time he held several meetings with the emperor and his councilors. On 31st January, 1764, Clive left Delhi for Lucknow, where he arrived on 2nd February, 1764.

I have just returned from Delhi, where I have been extremely well received by the emperor, Shah Jahan II. He presented me with a pair of fine swords and a diamond-set watch. I have been staying in Delhi for about a month, during which time I have had several meetings with the emperor and his councilors. On the 31st January, 1764, I left Delhi for Lucknow, where I arrived on the 2nd February, 1764.

I have just returned from Delhi, where I have been extremely well received by the emperor, Shah Jahan II. He presented me with a pair of fine swords and a diamond-set watch. I have been staying in Delhi for about a month, during which time I have had several meetings with the emperor and his councilors. On the 31st January, 1764, I left Delhi for Lucknow, where I arrived on the 2nd February, 1764.
8.10 Gunhawa - 4 km. with 12-16 qib.


A tablet enshrined in the temple in unexpressed letters.

A year's contract with a government agent.

A document.

8.10 Gunhawa - 4 km. with 12-16 qib.


Fifteenth settlement.


A tablet enshrined in the temple in unexpressed letters.

A year's contract with a government agent.

A document.
The village was deserted - on arrival
not much cut up - 2 lb. of rice 
and some fruit.

There was a small sailboat in the water.

Tong village: Frances Steampump.

Tong village is near to Shang Wai.

From 12th curls at 4, 2t, midday, which was
intremely hot. By the end of the day
the land was dry and arid.

Frances Steampump, a sort of intelligence.

This village was the crossroads -
there were 17 houses in this village.

First class: high, well cultivated valley with
scattered houses, fields, and a small sampan.

There were many houses in the valley in
fields with scattered shrubs.

They were returning from the fields.

General direction E 75.

First thing in the morning was to make rice and Chao Yang.

Chow: quite a large village.
General came in at first station of General. We then rode the remaining 4 li to the town. Arrived the next fort 8 li evening Thursday. At the building - 1 li more a place called - "Fruisst" for us - Top the gun cloe floors was once Upon us. I heard Kuome cloe in hundreds of men and was very glad to see him again.

We called on the General further when we heard his gun to Harohun - had a quiet dinner & then rested & tea's came. Returned here to await the General.

Captain Okamara heard of news - Bathamente & his lieutenant - accompanied with abundance of runners -

Intercepted by an unknown officer. They appeared not to know they were - poles and remained - and invited us to meet him to ask the general -

Told us it would not go as it could have in a way - but a recognition of the Japanese claims.

General came in at about 5 or 6 - a cargo of rice also - a means - in the utmost question. Bring another material later - a subsequent stuff to behold to understand.

We then arrived to the Gun cloe Touko's garden, for dinner. Another fort again - the third morning - as the night thing did not appeal to me - I was obliged to lie - I returned to the quarter. It was near 12 hours into to the quarter - Japanese in Kino -

The soldiers to take back the following morning.

Captains in for a most miserable night.

June 18th - he bid all day, drinking with 2 sodas - hefa - a rice water - very miserable. I funds so when I left the castle in the morning.
Far down the mountain was a dark, foreboding forest. The trees stood tall and menacing, their branches reaching out like eager hands reaching for the sky. The air was thick with the scent of damp earth and decayed leaves. It was a place of mystery and danger, a place where few dared to venture.

Yet, there was a legend among the villagers who lived at the base of the mountain. It spoke of a hidden treasure, a treasure that held the key to unlocking the secrets of the land. Many had sought it, but none had found it. It was said that only a brave and true heart could uncover its secrets.

The villagers whispered of the legend, but few believed it. For them, the forest was a place to be feared, not explored. Yet, there were those who sought adventure, who yearned for the thrill of discovery. They were the ones who ventured into the forest, drawn by the promise of the legend.

But beware, for the forest was not kind. It had its own secrets, its own dangers. Those who ventured too deep into its heart were never seen again. The forest claimed them, swallowed them whole. It was a place of shadows and silence, where one could be lost forever.

Yet, the legend remained. It was a source of hope and inspiration for those who dared to dream. For they knew that in the heart of the forest, hidden from the eyes of the world, a treasure waited to be found. A treasure that could change everything, if only it could be unlocked.

So, the legend remained, a tantalizing promise of what lay just beyond the forest's edge. And the villagers continued to whisper of it, a tale passed down from generation to generation. For in their hearts, they all knew that the legend was real. And they held fast to the hope that one day, the secrets of the forest would be revealed, and the legend would come to life.
The handwritten text on the page contains a series of notes and observations, but the handwriting is difficult to read due to the style and quality of the image. The text appears to be a mix of English and possibly another language. Due to the nature of the handwriting, it is challenging to transcribe accurately. The content seems to include various thoughts and possibly references to figures or diagrams, but the specific details are not clear enough to be provided here.
lost judgement. Banneh Chineh les stobs le Song
that he had paid the person he in his arrival. He
could not drink them eat; but he must not allow them
to make Chineh authority. If they did not like his
act, they might refuse them and his recall.

The subsaharne Chineh now is apparently
unimportantly grounded on their alleged right to
protect Kama. However, there are those that assert
their right to send guardsmen to the files.

A number of Kama in the vicinity of C.P.S.
Southern Latius of Tun are Kama been recently
reapeat that they be granted Chineh nationality.
This being true to Sub-Saharan's case, they can much
right upon them recently sent guardsmen to their
needs. Chinesi & mystics are not by the statement
that the gun Sub-Saharan been made the Sub-
Saharan want then guardsmen, to bear a rule
about this country.

The Sub-Saharan been already recognized
the retention of their case and are undertaking to
establish them from a far as possible before force
by any dispositions to achieve, in order than they may
make Chineh Note's interests goods for protection.

As then around the Sub Chineh the acting of some under
leaders, and Chinesi declarations to recognize
Kama in order to buy taxes to Chineh - we begin to
recognize Chineh authority in any way - actual and
made to collect taxes for education, health & police
purposes. Chineh but last step has the man.
Kama file is simply much un action than
at present. Chineh fades again effective.

The following is one of general accusations made
someday by the fact that the Chineh affairs of Territorial
institutions do not take action stop to restrict their
illegal activity.

At Chineh San Ken & a Sub-Saharan Band, the
had trade building gone off - a Post & Telegraph. There
a market, - Eskimbo School, etc. Education about
100,000 people. Attempts has been made to establish
a Sub-Chinese (Song) at the nearest broth
A number of Venetians settled in the N of their area
calls the ——— as their own, whether
about three months but it was finally decided that they
might remain in Constan but then they became
Chinese. This in reality was to the disadvantage of
a certain Venetian who appealed the decision. Due
to this two stand at end with three fellows in
both remnants, making the band.

A number given finally
established to take up their habitation
on this river at —

Chin for many years did not come here but only
in account of difficulties and last because of success
Chinaman's — C.S.S. District. Huguet — GIN SENG
Selom in 1870 written about July now — Chinaman.
There were formerly luncchoons in front of Chao
where the office was of about five or six — They
engage Chinese to make the frames on rebellion to these
others.

This Po Shau wuiee. In 21st year K. III. as usual
knew Chung Wan Ti — a small upcountry of this larger
says to become in front the Surreal. To end this, she
seen. She strikes the head Chinese's is quite successful by
getting T. 8001 twin as day. Then finding such objects
with by boat, she — or the former in happiness. Souths
she to engage a young engineer. At them - 50 of 5000
boats - affords to Shingle habead (?)
School: Phu 3 Higher (not yet finished).

Uncorrected. 24 Stores - draying supplies from

Kien 1 Huc Chun.

Established 3A2 year 12th year. 11/4. Before
that I had two chins on hand (1/2).

A: 17.7 y 1/4 chin 2/17

B: 1.2 chin shui chin. 1.3 phu chin chin.

I have two chins.

D: 1.28 chins.

1.3 chin shui chin.

E: phu chin chin. 1.2 chin chin.

A: rice for animals, eggs, meat, larks, etc.

Shells: 3/40 4/0.

I have 4/0.

I have 2/0 chin.

B: chis 1/0.

C: 1/0.

F: 32 lun.

Cai = 32 lun.

E: 0.07.

F: 0.04.

G: 0.04.

H: 2.32.

I: 0.07.

Finer on unfitted goods.

1. 1.5.

0.09 for goods.

0.01.

For military use.

Signature: 12/16.

Paid 2/3.

Sett 5 from 5.64 for army - coal 1/3.

Colour 100, 000 Shy.

D: 3/4 day chin ray - the rice regiun. which included with

8 chins.

1. Rice. white. length. 300 cow pes the land.

2. Bullet. chin. tons. average cow pes (8)

3. Rice he finished.

E: Kheang (the chin chin) 23 10 year 20/1. To fetch from

at the 100 cow pes.

Chai Xuan chin 5.20 atime.

F: 100, 000 Shy.

Paid a tax 1/75 cow pes first

annum. for Shy.

Now the chin chin.

In April, when the chin chin cow pes.

Amounts from land, at selling out.

On rice before 9.70 for Shy.

24.10 for glands.

600 for Shy.

90% and

3,300 = 2.1.

Takin out rice lites.

Oho (note to be ad-handed).
June 15th 1811. In morning call in for luncheon. Sos. and Mrs. Smith. Have rather heavy dinner. 8.30 p.m. call in. Bedtime 9. Stow. Is feeling well. 10.30 p.m. go to bed.

We went for some 40 miles of ride

nearly an hour of 7500. About 5 a.m. in a small valley in which ice to be. The ice is on a main little side. The ice is a large which

pleases the site. I am. - done into a valley

seem a small stream among another winding

part. The time the bears been here before.

Now on this line has been many stumps

indicating an old grove.

And generally good.

Mend with eggs. 50 last at a

small chestnut lees where in an elevated

in a huncher valley. - at 5:10

by pleasant quarters. Very buggy.

Valley appears better 8.10

infant quickly in English.

Attacked in break hunting. 20:

1 am with them in stages last meals at a house. By the

horns and many grandchildren. The hunt

since 30. Shag. To do with huckleberry. annum.
June 16th
Came at 5. But there was no wind.

No rain that distance away. 61 land foot and
one half at 6:20. Foggy + muggy. The sun shone
the left.back of the house & small showers speckled
off and then in.

A good sight,

And in many places may bad. Shaggy & hilly
which quite ok.

Distance to and from 3:00, came with South wind.

Jini.

This is the night line. Very pretty and
wonderful a smile night pretty well cultivated but
in a hidden valley. At - Horiz. Country 15
li north in left. The river to cross a li shoulder.

We were a hard walked muffs suffered to sustaine about
20 more of the change of cheap goods, or thus side
made the sun again, I followed the track along

6:00 for some miles the present scenery. 6 foot crop
smith the little. Clover. 6 valley wet. With
untiled little parents and the power of which must have had
a very beneficial disappointment.

30 miles in horse drawn carriages.

3:56 hit when they help up stop for lunch because there were
15 li further in east been shot and land in guess
We can gain a very pleasant little place in a tumble
clean and detract into the business done by the Indians.

The waste was running away at eating

Kindly. He led along for 300 days on the tumble
up to that time. It was very built. The wood made
he said he quiet 24 days.

6:10 Time in the Trench.

Left at 10:30 min. a fancy on the
Kabayabs. about 30 minutes later. Then
fond a branch with east men of them
Are cheap goods went to a high
from about 1650 - is about 12:30 chin.
We left - it was excellent view of the keen
site, after we had emerged from the hill.
High TJhile we left this - Valley -
field - a cluster of villages were
hills - dotted with chis & shindals.
And so the further - China on the
mean side of the glistening Tumac that
did follow us.

We came down the pass & a Pandar store
where the path & the road for 1st we Rana - 2nd village the
landscape - that is not true before the home of the

Waves a sand ridge seen a shindal that
just hit into the valley, which it was back -
the stream running swiftly between great trees & slow
shining gradually into the water.

Yung Shing Mung - the blue dawn in the sky
for the right - nice & calm it was known to know it is
2 km from this village - all this on the main road that leaves
from Hwan-hon to J.C. 1 hundred. The

when we stepped was quite large & in that we are
out to number as usual.

We bathed in the Tumac - the further bank of the
stream Tumac can filled by a few inches. At the rare thing
fairly warm - the river here about 50 - 70 yds wide
with a swift current.

Valley land about into cultivated land
that was being apparently forming to crads
since the last 2 weeks & I had to break off this
one with "Omo" - oil 1 shilling. He seemed grateful.

June 17th - Wednesday. Early at 4 - after some
affluence with local flat rain like & of zigzag started
at 5, 4. Zigzag with a rainy drizzle - how can
Valley still continue into cultivates - then always a
racing sand at the last bank of the stream. The stream
was swollen. I headed after going in my rain & the zigzag became too uncomfortable. While the height of
the hills on either side. On my hands the Arctic, the
beautiful river & cliffs, which i dammed.
A. Known side was time running at 1. Higher (as usual) 100. 20

Mans - look neat shorts. We're in deep current.

In about 1 hour reaching the hie. During which
in wind a rain. That means the flooded area will collapse
in both sides. We left the rice. Same distance to one
right. After crossing the lake above mentioned in empty a dry
valley I gradually turned to the right.

A chain here. We started a detachment
chain box. 57.00. Intending. 50 men (Chung Yu)

Reach at the beginning of the idea leading the path
form lake the Trimdon Plain at about 10.00. 40 li
at. same) descent. I became little in pain and
Little after in the side. For almost 10.20 li to

Shin (washed when we we felt) for dual at
12.45

Kwon Men 1 Klie Luca Horst. Jeff. They are contained
Two hill 9 50 (cic) Jeff. 30 male.

Will not present Chinese to our arm.
The first a number of old military camps when then change their linear of the Chien had been questioned before the army mounts all had been destroyed by the Russians. It was a scene when the living at this place looked at number of trees (Altum?) and the sight. which the fence a very hearty amount from the camps to the city and around the walls.

As a small outside the gate a battalion infantry in drill of which coarse

The present 2 or 3 feet west of the town: outside the branded

Outside there comes to the city gate were the principal officials

Yeomen walking in the east side to the norther and others to them. It was really all unnecessary to feel and

Finally more than there had been given but in such manner it always seems a little bit over rather than just bits of the limit.

We are high in the sky and in the flying the known scene

Square that has been preserved. Nearly before the town being.

Sitting on a major public official where no man who they friends are arrived as can be had in the office and not

Braving the underlying remaining outside

After these came Li the General's Secretary chairman assistant. Which is a very fine. three of them in front also but all in ordinary garb. A French crowd.

The other 1 dignified branch in India they left as it happened to take the floor. The Tambe of the French

Certified his in their case. as all now and tell us some

This is not to conceal. It was necessary for the Indian

We went on and had to wait for nearly two hours before anything was served. Late the Tambe - amount by say the wait to his

Served came in for the book and gas in the Indian information.

His idea is that when the original factor (habitants)

Of this region we dance not by the Chinese (Mauchun) the

Emperor's factors to set out with a battle in this locality. The known

Frequently gradually seen a fort. This may be the

Distant side since the rise of the Mauchun but probably has

Not anticipate their own development.

Now he said we in the old days. Trusting at my own

Notes: Chinese infantries were generally single line - hunters.

Gold workers and many diggers etc. The little building etc.
The new Chinese administration under Chien-lung has been much more satisfactory. There has been little or no squeezing, no judgments in light cases which can delay for months - as was at the command of the highest ladder under the 2D regime are now much

friendlier & fairly.

The Palamacs in Tungshan since their advent to land with remarkable fair were - I have done everything possible to reclaim the lands. Even between the Tungshan Chinese have occasionally been told before them at Aintabad.

If regarding those lands have been taken to that place. The Chinese placed there stationed at E.T.C. 3 P.C.

Saddam so far been some squeezing but not much.

Now subject to the hardships the influence in the folder truly influenced people.

Maintained until I will treatment accorded Koreans south of them. When all of them agree they have become my friends. Koreans seem plain to exist establish

'Ven movements - effects from Korean in China'

but I return to France.
Chincaloo sang a large number of men in the great. Originally, there were but later left, who have away and scattered.

Claims to having been in the Kinsaa messengers which Saito with cars etc... from the Meanwhile it was the planet in Chinese face, about that in 1897.

Surrounded by the Shinga village in the villages on Kangani stone. This being the case was to claim. A Japanese place.

Catholic, but you made where another trip through again - they had known the Sangai etc... and the bay claim to which again bit by bit.

In the meantime will to remember Franchini's statement.

Saito refuted the account made claim they went to him to kill him that they had received an order from Peking that he was to close not. A few times but came they said the king of Peking. He received that.

That no very strange. He could see me and the Philip is a day. I be the keen nothing about it. Again they to claim but another they did not cut lines not they would be able to ask him to cease all activities in the region. He submitted that he failed not will is that as Peking the last rule to establish connect to them are it certainly, we left in the case free of being in China.

Time of 5 days no new discovery beats thereby. Run - came about 1 month ago Ranahe.-

rent it etc. but effort 19 submit no challenge.

A large gamma at you chin.

His Knoki. Where he face fine - kind of Chinese insurgents is shifted Bystrians. General is

Division 10 Shinga there also large gamma.

And can act a guide at present. Informed him.
L. A. Darmesteter was in charge of the F.T. during his official duties. He was at Yenching University.

Small fowl were available, but in Chinese and authority, the Peking So, which acts judiciously, apparently, in any small way.

Henceforth, henceforth, henceforth on the walls, the scholar behind only in the court, and there is no 

resemblance to China - 800 yards.

Original stuff - the main street.

in shape, are small Siberian style buildings. Few relics of the ancient.

Ironically, it is a period of general stories.

East, Yamen in center of town with huts, immediately in front has makeshift, with grass, as humble town in appearance.

The high stage formerly used as mailbox.
15th July. Tuesday. Came at 4.30 but did not get away till 9 as the Hard was beside it - his 2 horses could not be kept at the Hard and sold for a bankrupt.

The man probably arrived at the reduction in his boat but having no air and great the regular rate from Khur to Turangi, 15-16 Taus (or 100 cotton) or about 32 Taus were made, while the rate for 60-1 refused to earn the Cein demanded for 40. Tried to negotiate but made us counter offer of 70, 20. The man at first refused as he said it was so much trouble to make a small sale on baggage. Going to interview of the officials failed price came to terms. In 140 Taus for the 9 to Hunga. The 9 party answered - as it is true that the 2 usually agree to the better of the two horses although the 9 is to be - before the horse died for 60 they bought for 20. A.

His ammunition wanted horses but are to stay at the station to be taken 60, 12, 4.

Att for Stewards. They are excellent.

The boat was made by the old first to change and was made - fairly clean. Used the face - formerly an inn keeper at Tufaunani - where about 40 tauds the clouds. Had been in the 6 year Sis near Pilling.

Knew the instructors & teachers there.

Saw a number of Saamu students in the plant - paintees & beggars here in - infinitely had been under various influence - few calico games.

At 1 O clock nothing today - they sort some whisky & Kichas.

Note from town - could not since they told...
...
Incessantly ticked. Had led through my branch, infatuated Valley. At 6.15 came the win that led to 7.30 at high
winter high valley, where I found the so-called station

"Row" of Sokee sufficiently 50 li from Hang-ching-kuang
this in its own 50 li in Hang-ching, but merely

hand in the miserable little foot.

Read book by Kuan in style carts laden with

four onto from Wang-ching - as bond for Hendon,

at beginning and finally returning us off the Chang-ching at

6.10 ft high, long startle some field with the face afield

beauties of the Wang-ching Valley before 6.00. But then I knew

still its existence, so labored they bring a number of these

forces and the Chinese butt and

We reached that Li chieh-tien at Wang-ching. Sufficiently

1216 another 50 li not Two - a large comfortable inn surrounded

by heat wood. From a change在此之前, but also

come that this uncomfortable as out of the hotel.
The money had been spent in a futile search of the defunct (the cow -) Rake Games - grain - Bay 57.

It's not above 10-20 li apart - too much for a
day's journey - yet I was making rather a quick
foot in and my food was Tai chuan - 60 li at a

The day - I said that the next Chaobato-Shot was 70 li distant.

It is a statement - to be taken as in the

It was the only too indeed - we were to pass right a standalone land.

For two days - right first so dense that it was impossible to see the sun - on right last its

When we reached the stand on the north - from it the road was occasionally shady and sunny alternately.

The trouble it was generally good.

At 7:45 we were followed - the Way they had used. An

Appearance - We at valley wall planted with fir - wheat

dense, in form a little trouble more evident a number of mares - Shantung gentlemen. As height
The text appears to be a handwritten note in English. The handwriting is clear and legible, but the content is not immediately discernible due to the nature of the handwriting. It seems to be a page from a journal or a diary, possibly discussing events or observations. Without clearer readability, it is challenging to extract specific information or context from the text.
At noon (the place a river where it was stopped) here.
Now those coins placed for the less. - Simply a day
in the flat, near a little of me Venetia's noire. what
made in the house: to which are new clamps and
in which. The animals here. The other women
in which the less dream famed, right.
the bed of the
with the less dream famed. Right. All the pictures
in the flat. More than day they one must yellow
salting at all even in my key not much again to
make unless sense. Know the they have been
only sufficient - according to do anything. in this
a bone - not salt in than found - an insufficient boy.
the make my contestable. They take no harm to
knowing they start the entity is to be here in a dream
that self the same as the past. Then they start to the
build it is. The less than sooner works. to make
it as it will to sleep at the present by. Becomes
so fast he into works.
...
let me by the way remark that rock - but also
waterfall, with blue ledge. It was not far
in that
guy hit not yet the steps v winter 1893 not here.
Second start NW 4. Style valley close, only
rock or cutwater, from nearby shows how these
also have been gently reduced - about 1/2 must cut
year.
Hills still only, show many broken tresses
and water later beds - followed by other grasslands.
Hills here also broken by red buckwheat / cliffs.
Grows some, oak then make much in abundance.
Hills undergrowth.

1863

Mark Le to Catza 40 li est. a station
at 11.30. Transfigured the lands. Broody a brooding
sky similar red sand black must. Just a must.
Some in the basis attractive area. Pa then
train. Some saw a light, but no. The
frequency rains make good rain. I break out
Volcanic sediment. Watering marks.

1873

cripto also almost 100 li W. S. Sand flute in sand.
11.10 to dure no - dome in and then red
heath also been fallen in.

Pillow flat line (in "edge") This was here,
and in hot hours this heavy. White clouds just
show some broken clouds.

heavy flies.

Shattered stone near kindness living.

10.45 am - Came back often from
with coast. Only 15 li here.

Caf at 2:15 on a bit of rock brown. Second by the
lumber. - With two guides on left lastly around 0
prevented by two soldiers. In one of our trips some of the
gazee allegedly to be so plentiful in these hills. The gazee
have unwillingly go without Selden so they found that they
might bring off the horses. I was suffered to be my
handful.
Any of the sixteen claims he saw a lake - a large
vast lake. To him a snow nothing was a few
units besides - many large fish a few squids.

Clouds thickly covered valley scattered an fallen
the eastern north in from eastern drifting light.
A substantial criner that no similar.

Boats in kingfish and fishies in hands from
bade of the house. Now at very short time.
2. Black wood. frem 15th century. red sand, broken above.
3. One from 15th century. in gas (or roof).
5. One from near...
wrote a few lines here. Unfortunately, I've forgotten what. This was apparently a letter from someone who was writing to a friend about a recent event. The letter seems to be dated from a few weeks ago, as the date is not clearly visible. The handwriting is neat, with a consistent style that suggests the writer is skilled in penmanship. The content of the letter is not immediately clear, but it appears to discuss recent events or personal matters.

The letter is written on a standard sheet of paper, with the usual heading and salutation. The language used is formal, indicating that it may be a letter of importance or urgency. The writer seems to be concerned about the current situation, possibly regarding a recent event or a personal matter. The letter also contains a few references to other persons or places, which are not immediately identifiable from the handwriting alone.

Overall, the letter provides a glimpse into the writer's thoughts and concerns during that time, but without further context, it is difficult to determine the exact nature of the events or the writer's personal circumstances.
Near Sai was a small town. I saw a chain of demons
and frogs at 9:50. The town was on a hill.

The hills and valleys were covered with snow. I
saw a hill covered with snow. I climbed up a
hill and looked at the town.

I saw a young man in a suit. He walked alone,
and I asked him if he knew where I was.

He said he had been there before.

He showed me to the town.

I asked him if he knew any history of the
place.

He said he had never been there before.

I asked him if he knew any history of the
place.

He said he had never been there before.

I asked him if he knew any history of the
place.

He said he had never been there before.
June 24th Wednesday. Caius at 6.30 am. We are uneasy tonight due to another robbery in the not far from the Kungtuta. When they expected to pass in from the northern part to hab us

in grey out to hole after dusk. I heard they immediately

arrest their rifles. The sandould was walked out in the rear

of a little gate - we heard only by a under gate - and was

then applied little patience - that have been seen had

Kungtuta

breakfast and a party that they start to Kungtutu

the road leading foot across the field to the rear from the main

road to Kungtuta. We found a military of men with tinned
does came from Zin Kung (Sdoa can) where a time in February.

the trail about rainy about 3-4 hrs.

We reached Chin Kung between 5.7.5. Not when we found

a collection "Tso-yel, Sungu" and a bundle of paper

proven belong some bones in the corner of west side of the

valley which was line well cultivated and battered with horses.

From the Tibetan Can - where the musician metal has been

found since two hundred years ago when - the memory of the

most inhabitants not kill it the also come same Sungu

and instruments to decrease fruits of the village Sungu.
White horses rested in a little group not far away and the near shore - in sight - extended to the near
southeast. Lady inexplicably manifest - to a few
shots without landing a bird.

At this point the valley was crossed by a W.
gushing stream that ran away
straight into a shallow broad valley -
probably called - the lastcultivated in Hon. Seen across
hearing the beam valley near Muckleben, and with
handelt scattered here and there among the clifffield and "a" greenery.

At Shang near being 30 to 50 ft from T.C.C.

There was an old stoned bridge built across the
side across the main building. A bend in the
shadows sheltered by bread, breakfast, as natural
sheds. It was seen on a stone stool since
there are maintained by the villagers. Then going
florally by the foot.

Here in shambles much trouble has occurred in
the situation - rough body of stone 40 ft broad 10

While driven - at the same point being water with broad 0 6
the garden beds with 10 ft by 10 ft.
Nothing with 6 to 8 degree
valley was heavily cultivated. Many fell body at side in the
fields which ran to distant from here in less seen. Since Vang
Vang diary - one will return to 3 weeks.

At the village - The Hwang Ti we were met by the
emissaries of the local police. The Lee Ching guy
what's like me. An assistant told me to go along off road, then chewing
beaked. Since the middle of the 12th man - bring along 2 defects.
A band of 100 were Lee Tai Chai who in line's in the 22nd
to Metope one sufficient to been been killed.

Lokal at the village of T.C.C. in the distance Sti
away - with 4.5 acres being at a picked rate. Here of
the volcanoes one residence - the green black and
affectionately biggy - love substitute a new grazing.

Pass the ho - Hanuman wrote - sketching my straight shot
5 to 10 ft. 4 or more than 5 ft along the remaining fields.
1 Shot 15-20 - 30 ft broad at base - The turn stop
in the centre. Second large mound walls 100 ft high, but
in turn 1s all built of Volcanic Rubble - with long 1 head 6
491

A few sheets have apparently been wrapped around and under the covers, as well as under the floor. The covers themselves are now wrapped around and under the floor.

A number of Japanese are in attendance, who are told that they are not to eat any food. They have been instructed not to give anything to eat.

A S. cavalryman from Hiroshima is also here waiting to have something to eat. He has nothing to eat, he only

EGG: chicken, 2 rice, a little gori. We have been told to give 3 rice. I have been able to buy 3 rice from the rice dealer.

1 Chinese rice, 1 Japanese rice. Eggs in the market

And at 11:17

40

15.2
The text on the page is not legible due to the quality of the image.
There is a handwritten note on this page. The text is not legible due to the quality of the image. It appears to be a page from a notebook or journal, possibly containin handwritten notes or a diagram. The content is not transcribed here due to the unreadable nature of the handwriting.
In the busy city of London, the humble job of a shop assistant...

...is to keep the shelves full and the customers happy. It's a challenging but rewarding role.

Today, we have a new delivery to sort. The shelves need to be restocked quickly.

First, we need to organize the goods. Each item must be counted and placed in the correct section.

We start with the books. There are so many different types: fiction, non-fiction, children's books, and more.

Next, it's time for the toys. Children love these, so they must be placed in a way that catches their attention.

Finally, we have the groceries. A well-stocked pantry is essential for a smooth running store.

It's a busy task, but with teamwork and dedication, we can do it.

End of day report: The shelves are full, the customers are happy, and the store is ready for the next day.

Next day, we'll see how things change with a new delivery and different stock.

Keep up the good work, all!
with two skin head, a coat. The man who had
been on watch tied our at fort before to goodmor
ning again into the jungle so to set forth
again. We got into the jungle again — first I had to
secure the orders. Orders of at 6 a.m. after 6:30
hour saluted 3:30. Investigation.

In the way ran in the morning in less a race
in investigation. It is that it came from a bloom called Salutare
She was able when we are saluted the water healing
with a number of large shells there is where the table
cast a stone man without end of first so they say.

There are also many stones about the table.
That strange many generations ago a manor then believe
in 11 manor known thing in the daily. In the man
away. It was said the that from there I made a kind
IMAGery led up beyond to a stone gate. Then the table
lead to be my hope. Last and be a stone gate but that
the toll open you fitted it in. Then the very pencil,
the reason who held him on line. I hold the
man. Then in the Co. Family as man break to

lunch 1 mentions the last time return its. its.
all the time have looked down from until he
until I rose him when the event had been

8. got right hands from Chinese. I asked

"A Chin" at me from the urban that they claim
that some other nation claim was built by the Chinese
Dynasty. Ignite by Chinese. There seem many
facts remembered resembles the able to build were

fane 26 the Foreigner. Cables at 4:30. I'm sorry

Tetley not be what is called the true. Here is. sufficiently. 45 the
Army — The Commander of the garrison — a col. of chemist
with a hoy.

136 Dr. 2. Carabineers — L. of his was. 8. of him. Gung.

Z Rub. I am an army. These lines — a hunter a fun

Shanty. Site the house near & three accounts — the
6 of six was now for greater — the beauty.

Cooking. Let us. I myself made up the party
that 33 months would

the soft hotel last to meet to marry in town become
how that the hotel — still has in their tonight!

night made us — has enough when in sound as

a place called the stationery. In the best mode

his Southern I'm intention was taken by the
watches for. It was not until the end
we had been a hedge for the box a year - but
bests we had - it was unrelieved with its
surroundings at that spot guarded by the
villagers.

And yet had first seen the plain here
with cultivators at better with ban - then up one of
the side hills - or along the hedges which furnished
the lower ground - at some distance the hill, but
hills here was low and closer with gentle slopes from
distance by course - on the other side of the plain or
in afternoon dollars. Their sums
hills was broken by frequent green gables where water
must make return in the summer times.

Here we had been frequent in our way along

as we reached a plain called Sugata - a green.

- a flatness at the base of the cultivated valley. The
town from the west gave - here we found three sides
to the north on the left hills which
in this time all morning - on the lake show out

before us - hollow hills - rising from the Southern
Shore. Its water spilled by the long - to flowers -
in the wind was broken by gently
acres - or gently

swimming green & fresh to the broken water -
the sun of the hill was struck by the sun -

though the hills was flat in this lake was broken. The
hills - here in sit time - some 2 or 3 when the water
there on the further side here at least 1500 - three
inside the town. The town was

hills in the deeper waters which mountain remained had with a bottle

through the hills - here all we say for the river has not yet

come and the cattle was ready some - quick hills here
by the cattle with that rent soon though in the

last season.

54 - that the cattle was sent out of the hills

to the north - when the lake breaks into the headland.

The cattle here are turned to town - in round up -

with the rented cattle - handled - with the cattle.
in a rise - which was smooth & striated there.  
your islands - bow with grass - then at the 
the beach - then build between - then a 
beach - or really every beach - where 
the formations were loose - then species there 

Cathy - they're in a rise - tumbling - 

stepping - the water sends to come for fish - to the 
the water run - to this a branching of the streams - 
the three individually - high the formations - here 

The Three - their bow - can't be called - in a fall 
that of about 30-40 in the water tumbling with a broken - 
the water run - another than the outlet - of the way down - 
powerful - in a cloud of water - now to fall again into 
the sea running - dark green past below - the west - this elevated 

and was about to above the water & look with 
the water and whitewashed - of the formations - of a black 
considerate - we can take a ride in hope.  
Then the nearby deck & peak - Roy - nice - Hesel
He said that in the Church at the finest time there
were many handsome places - the door being gradually to be
shut, the two lower doors to come in front of the
Church. He spoke with much anxiety of those who destroyed
the Church, who burned with joy - who now have done, etc., etc.

In the town was a monument - 3,000 bays at Keg.

In the town of 50,000 men, he was - 8 men of the 2nd
at wound - totally 2 elements. In this other is an

Haxey - Shanghai - Chang Pi Chuan, under the投稿
Lee of Shanghai. The Haxey Town has 50 boys -
boys fight to the finish - no conflict. 1 figure is about 50
constant in the sense to be out the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th,
10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th.
So, if 1200 men, then 2400 men, etc.

Chang Pi Chuan has 2400
boys, 1 figure. 1 figure. 1 figure.
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June 27, Saturday. Cakes at 3:30 as usual.

We went in the boat at 4:30 and rowed a mile to catch the elver, but we caught none. We rowed on towards the linden until 4:45.

A wonderful summer - got down under a leader - right against hills. We rode back up the valley, went to the fields by the linden to look at the lake.


We rowed for a few li. Then the elvers were called to. We rowed one mile, which we rowed through very fast, as the linden is about 3 miles. We found a good deal of the lake (no luck).

We had no luck without effort.

We went to the lake at about 9. We found a granary there.
I

Colif. . . .

Towards

Morning of the day the River is

Right hand a Cliffs which could just be seen a little

100 yards in the sea in another two - one of

which is high and the other a large land,

in the main there are in line there is another

which runs along the wall of the land. The land above the

is about 200 yards from the sea

The stream is 300 yards from the main

and the city wall is

in the lowest part of the wall

apparently with an

A village told tales that about 200 years ago two
towers was taken from the land - a few

that. They are called, I believe, the towers from

the ruins - some. Both had. Still, afterwards another

They have been taken from the land of the Fords, - The

Fords - about 5 ft x 3 x 2 - no been placed in the right

of someone else.
in the first one at a terrific two miles. He, however, had been seen there for 40 go e a week. Then he still frequented the road - the Stone wall. He was seen to wander to near a to be silent. The heavy snow - the wind had raised a great wind - the silent - the weather. Since the tortoise disaffected taken the stone has caned during the snowing stream.

An Indian boy recently in a plantation.

Person - an old man named the - called a squaw in an old tradition. Crossing the river - the boat was a griddy that I went across the shall as wind over the frontier land. Then troops to look at his squaw in and destroy that with a griddy. As you had he believed the horse dead of the tortoise - which lies in the earth. See above.

"A liga - he said - what an honor on tortoise." Wherefore the animal - with his shell on his back - he whispered. Second bull, he was unarmy. Then - man - saddle - bull at all.
As we had 2 hours, I asked Culpeper to show us the city.

The walls are so high, we cannot see the city. We were only allowed to be 1000 feet outside the walls. The houses are very close together.

The city is said to be 8 miles in circumference.

We passed through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.

We then walked through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.

We then walked through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.

We then walked through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.

We then walked through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.

We then walked through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.

We then walked through the city gate. The guard was very strict.

Culpeper said we should not go far from the city gate.

We had to stay in the city for 2 hours.

We then walked through the city and saw the houses. They are very close together.

The guard was very strict.
from an inn in the Keirhoon city. A small
Buddha in a shrine - race gilded sky left about 3 months
ago. In the hills put outside the city to the east of
San Kyatya.

June 24 Sunday. These last events are recorded in this
entry just prior to the defection where the film at
0:45 ended by means of the theft of a rifle. In the
Parin in this matter. You captain, I am intelligible.
Shan Tapi. No clue came to see us. No one,
good. Conspiracy 2.4 Shan Tapi. 7 of the game in kiaiken
with the 1st Par. Tuyeban. I have lost.
1st. Even the film on an excellent road, natural
of course. But cultivation fall but led. Careful.
Nearly the main at a place called San Taw Kyatya
in saw the Dagon as a high one. Some say they are
Tibetan. I'm in at the time that Tuyeban in
survival - others say that the Buddha has
found his wife in a "by" say. The wife in what
the family. He did it - as we know this they worked

Tuo to broke - he made the wine for them benefit.
 sewing the hat or folk. We ran and say along the
main bough for a dinner - my high rights - the
Stream below. Cutty high a lama is similar to that
bush of Tuyeban. Then you are first high red
bough. Done a valley - there was a ridge with
excellent road. Until (8:45) when we reach.
Shan Taw Kyatya - a village on the main road.
High way to Hemyu - where we again met with
the telegraph film - which we had followed as to

Taw Kyatya.

June 24 Sunday. These last events are recorded in this
entry just prior to the defection where the film at
0:45 ended by means of the theft of a rifle. In the
Parin in this matter. You captain, I am intelligible.
Shan Tapi. No clue came to see us. No one,
good. Conspiracy 2.4 Shan Tapi. 7 of the game in kiaiken
with the 1st Par. Tuyeban. I have lost.
1st. Even the film on an excellent road, natural
of course. But cultivation fall but led. Careful.
Nearly the main at a place called San Taw Kyatya
in saw the Dagon as a high one. Some say they are
Tibetan. I'm in at the time that Tuyeban in
survival - others say that the Buddha has
found his wife in a "by" say. The wife in what
the family. He did it - as we know this they worked

Tuo to broke - he made the wine for them benefit.
 sewing the hat or folk. We ran and say along the
main bough for a dinner - my high rights - the
Stream below. Cutty high a lama is similar to that
bush of Tuyeban. Then you are first high red
bough. Done a valley - there was a ridge with
excellent road. Until (8:45) when we reach.
Shan Taw Kyatya - a village on the main road.
High way to Hemyu - where we again met with
the telegraph film - which we had followed as to

Taw Kyatya.
The land we passed was cultivated but the scenery of the mountains elsewhere was quite striking.

This could not have been the scene of Horace

Henry's "Tales." For on June 12 we descended

as far as the "New Bridge" where there is

a two story gate. From the top

of the hill just beyond the village we could see

the Hongtao which looked at

serene then when banking at the bend of

the Kung river.

The land was well cultivated at the base.

Eagerly but only after the noonday delight

he reached the mountain at about five and

found that he had been leagues too far in

when of the nine oclock. The sun was right over

the last hill that we entered on Sunday (and we are

to gather) in the main body and crouched near the

Feng Kang. The one which had arrived first

and made to the heights in the shadow. Then the

host returned with two tiny clay jars filled

from the Fu. The Feng 3 the Feng Feng 3. The

clay jars were made in the height of a generation

and the events recorded upon the sides of dragon

and tortoise were not the sign of any Shang

patriarchy. They were just images of how

with great difficulty I labored back. Running

along beside me - a medley of soldiers and

farmers

At the edge of the town an archway has been

erected. It is made of stone and bears

inscriptions in much hand written

Chinese. The fact that we were quite

the old style scholars with And killed jade to 3 me.
Old style soldier, Manchurian trip.

June 1906.

The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
1719.
1729.

1084
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1729.

1729.

He本领 2 wear the cotton clothes.

He we 3 buy fresh goods for whom

all this army 4 not buy need

We were lodged in the Chief's Harem -
the Chief being vacated the quarter whom

he buy with coachs. He introduced himself -

to school at Khan and in gardens to the Emir

then. There was two little crones 5

the large room. He shortly after an armed

to receive the Tu Seung 6 on his shoulders.

of 60. He wear a sheer - splendidly

tieback. The Khan of Seung - a policy wear

with a Swatter. Of Seung Sham - a smaller

witu. The Chief of the Tu Seung

they saw better - a long cam - with the

number of understatements.
1716.

In October, the English Parliament was in session. The chief of Ealing presented a petition which was not received. The Duke of Clarence was one of the most powerful Lords of the Privy Council.

We were close to being in favor. We were kept in the dark. We were suspected of plotting against the King. It was rumored that a group of nobles had been arrested because they were suspected of plotting against the King. The Duke of Langley was one of those arrested. The Duke of Langley had a close relationship with the Duke of Clarence.

He was the Duke of Clarence's friend. He was a member of the Privy Council. He was a powerful Lord. He was suspected of plotting against the King. He was arrested because he was suspected of plotting against the King.
June 24. Monday. Walked by the 2nd Light. But
Ship it at 16th St. Lighter at 10:40. Howe riding in the eggs to
examine the eggs. Resigned by diplomat
Suffern's in a blue 3 in the Shun Shun
Cannon. 3:11 called at the Eunam.
This James in the city is in a degenerate
state. His words are. How? I am
Suffern's report in the eggs. He wins the 2 in the 10 at they
they take the two guns in the gate home.
You do not believe in their lies. He is the
caracter. His booklet in the
with Shun Shun in his face is that.
The modern man.

It rained in the afternoon, but after the rain.
the boat captured. It's the high from the
human. "Next time better. I with the block
into water which is the electric light boat.
It is a wooden structure, one where it is large.
Eggs shell of German make a dynamite and
debute in the eggs to the Eunam. I saw. One Light
bulletin machinery. FOC goods. Then Shun Sat.
170-210. 140-140. Man 2 Shun. First
and. Engaged in an Eunam. Our main
out. We when 1 called. We win. We first
other in these plans. Otherwise with an
survive a beauty by all in the ocean. We do
a water later. 28. These are heads buildings
brilliant times.
We win to deal with the Eunam.
For the Shun Shun. The great a disembarkation
all the ships when a nice the branch; but
out the Eunam at the Shunam. "And one of
bulletin military which does not mention me table.
The scene looked somber. In the midst of it, with fruit unripe at our feet, we built a fire. The clock struck two. A moment later, I heard a sound: it was the rusting of metal in the Vegetable Shovel of Venus. (To me at least, its sound.)

I was not sure what to do. The ground was soft, and the sound was faint. Perhaps a dream, or the far-off echo of a battle. Whatever it was, it was not the sound of the future.

As I sat, a thought occurred to me about the future. Perhaps this was just a dream, or a memory. But the sound persisted, and the clock struck again. The sound was faint, but it was still there. It was the sound of a future that was not yet.

In the end, I decided to leave. I walked away, leaving the sound behind. It was a sound that was not of this world, and I was not of this world. I was a stranger, and I did not belong. But I could not leave, for I was bound. The sound was my anchor, and I could not bear to be away from it.
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at about 10, went into the hotel (where
I called). With whom I stayed with this,
and at 12:05 I went to draw (the) then buy 10
per the bus to want to the telegraph sent
from (hotel) with great difficulty. They sent
"trams" (in the street) in the last day,
left the bus and went to the terminal station
in the hotel and returned to where I
stayed. I was not interested in the last day.


July 1st. Called with Tille on Sunday,
when I talked a little about the hotel; I talked
as little about the hotel. I went to see
S-fel. S-fel. called at 12:15. I saw him
in dinner. I went to the dinner. I saw
him as usual. He had an baby with a usual. I was not

was keen. Then S-fel. on the bus. On
the bus, I gave S-fel. the same in
S-fel. returned. Then went
and is the same place. At 12
S-fel. went the same thing. At 12
S-fel. returned to the bus. At 10
in dinner. I was keen. I went to
the dinner. I went to the dinner. I saw
him as usual. He had an baby with a usual. I was not

was keen. Then S-fel. on the bus. On
the bus, I gave S-fel. the same in
S-fel. returned. Then went
and is the same place. At 12
S-fel. went the same thing. At 10
in dinner. I was keen. I went to
the dinner. I went to the dinner. I saw
him as usual. He had an baby with a usual. I was not
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Lady Chatterley's Love

In a rural cottage, Lady Chatterley was feeling lonely and neglected. Her husband, Lord Chatterley, was often away on business, leaving her to tend to the estate alone. Despite the attention and love she received from her servants, Lady Chatterley longed for a more intimate connection. News of the war and the lives of the soldiers away from home added to her sense of sadness and melancholy.

The servants, unable to bear her sorrow, started to gather information about the soldier they heard had been captured. Lady Chatterley, filled with a sense of loyalty and pride, sought to do something meaningful. She organized a letter writing campaign, writing to soldiers who had been captured and held in various parts of the world. The letters were filled with hope, encouragement, and the promise of their eventual release.

The letter writing campaign spread throughout the village and beyond, filling the air with messages of hope and support. Lady Chatterley felt a sense of purpose and accomplishment, knowing that her efforts were making a difference in the lives of those who were away from home.

As the days turned into weeks, and the weeks into months, Lady Chatterley continued to write. She spoke to the soldiers, offering words of comfort and reassurance. Her letters became a lifeline for those who needed them most.

The letters were filled with stories, poems, and photographs, showcasing the joy and beauty of the world. Lady Chatterley's letters were a beacon of hope, guiding the soldiers through their darkest moments.

The news of the war was grim, but Lady Chatterley's letters brought a sense of light. They were a reminder of the love and support that existed beyond the battlefield. Lady Chatterley's love letters were a testament to the power of the human heart, even in the most challenging of times.
...
writing them into four little squares.

Suddenly - having what appeared to be grain - a fir was one hundred feet in front.

Sailing upstream with the favorable breeze, at

noon and night there it is.

The air before

in much more wintery than in other situations.

Kain to sail close.

On the day we sail the country in, there is

Some black birds under the distant hills.

Keep close with friend as in the country side.

Kain to sail close.

At about four o'clock, in winter. There

a small town in the middle branches of the river. There

a stream was his life and great lake I would have

in the branches. The subject of the stream being to

a boat in the left and leading to the town.

by the centre of a grain district as the head

of Pinol. The voyage on the Elbe's.

Said to be the Elbe's as a result of unmentionable fault.

the Elbe's on both sides. His chance is.

He a paper in the country their earn a bond

At first there in cold straw, say that the

right change the country. Try the town. he Sail Russian.

their in hands is a telegraph office, where one quarter

12 Russian soldiers - strongly. I propose to report

steamship fully loaded at the town.

I got away at about 4. I know my steam

The afternoon. Turn a larger tight at an as two elm

flood in same start tangle. as could be an bolster

at many states. Remember for in either side of the

track. Some a gentle 4 navigation the steamship

from one side to the other.

Leaving to the right - as what the captain with

when I had made points at by sailing with him at

plenty of�tters - to have a bank for the French. The more

in this is that his stream - namely a good craft.

End about 50.00 N.B. again away from about 20.00
Then an object 200 yards broad - with a number of hangers, a mule and some equipment.

They then something like 90, so 190 a year - all this was said - except the 13 guineas - slightly to the north to 30 - in the Comes...

The cemetery also 182 in hand - now the farm was divided for grazing when there

were no a Bornem's Siem, a castrating one.

The rain all day has been heavy dry; the sky only
covered him and them - the soil apparently stale. Cold has
rather to the "left" - higher mountains to the left.

Right of Sounding at about 3 as at 2:30 has the ship in
the left hand of the stream - near a church of calvary
light by chimney - as a few wind. Here I was to
await the battle. In the stream, there is turned
now the other side where there was the same official -
resinable houses. The jacket by name by the addition
of a few brown shadows, slatton, women - who always
used the fewer; their leads 10 meters in calvary 3 white that
which was. A blue button under the jacket was
reached. A long, been seen to sent by the Fa Tu Shui who
with his kinmen was warning for us far up the beach.

After some confusion to they have the into excellent carriage which as we afterward found belongs to the
American Hammarbeck. The Fa Tu Shui Chuien foraying
the Ji Cove - the Si Shui with all the soldiers
officers in them but this I believe a detachment of
Fri, 8th Sunday

6:00 A.M.

Some of the students of the school were having their breakfast at 6 A.M.

7:00 A.M.

The school bell was ringing at 7 A.M., and the students were leaving for their classes.

8:00 A.M.

The morning classes started at 8 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

The students took a break at 10 A.M.

12:00 P.M.

Lunch was served at 12:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

The afternoon classes started at 2:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

The day ended with a farewell assembly.

End of the school day.
Shao Hang (or Shao Hang) under Major F. v. Zee. The Yellow River enters the Tien Shan from the north as it does in China. Each man in this valley with his small flax boat.

Harking in a moment of task in the tent shed - the sheepmen's tent - a bit of champagne - in snow and under the vegetarian food - as active an countenance to draw into the city - preceded by contrast their goods - the dog as a dog and lingui pre-a fighter's men. In fact, but in the Tien Shan where laid within the bamboo city walls - in a bamboo garden.

This is a man of about 45-50, looks extra healthy as to be a sheik - he rode to meet us - and sat his horse very well.

We then went to the Chine - a Shike - Pilgrimage. Yang Chenghang - present, it all was Chou's chamber where he officiously listened. He sat on a bed, a book by a large number of rations. Scarcely has he been the seat of a teaktry, and some - he still have Chinese administration.

The Yellow River in the 35th year of Kang-hi.

The city is built on the west side of the Kun-lun mountain. It is so that there rather than.

1. The Yangtze. But a few points, a mere
2. Shan or Tien Shan - near.
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240. Chuen country.
241. Chuen country.
242. Chuen country.
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244. Chuen country.
245. Chuen country.
246. Chuen country.
247. Chuen country.
248. Chuen country.
249. Chuen country.
250. Chuen country.
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255. Chuen country.
256. Chuen country.
257. Chuen country.
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July 6. Monday. - Slept at the Bluff on the southern at daylight. Thencame the day in the gradual widening of the waves - low. There is a sandbar, and more than it is under the water's edge. Willows and -

the trees, the setting away of fog, on the eye one can read -

the line tree occasionally broken by the jupes they, e.,

at the bar t.

The sea seems to me the most away under the

a few waves - no wave hardly a sign of swell -

only left being the occasional high in the wave - the high

sea, again and again, again, and the coming back

steam. During the day in low the sea with

winds from far up - a wave belt goes for Blazer to

the steamer from stream above, in, sheer in stream at

the - to take he wind - of the great - to gather from a steady

- brightness. Sun set.
July 7th. Sunday. Not fairly early - six o'clock - we were due at Hoo-Cha-Su at three.

The town is not far from Hoo-Cha-Su and the railway line runs from there to Hoo-Cha-Su station. The Chins are at their station, about two miles from the town and about halfway between Hoo-Cha-Su and the river.

I had a favourable opportunity to visit the railway station and to see the Chins and their station. They are building a railway line from Hoo-Cha-Su to the river, and the Chins are very friendly and willing to help. They are a fine people, and I think they will be a great advantage to this country.

The Chins are a very intelligent race, and they are very intelligent in their work. They are very much interested in the railway, and they are working hard to build it. They are very hard workers, and they are very quick to learn anything.

The Chins are a very old race, and they are very old in their habits. They are very religious, and they are very religious in their work. They are very willing to help each other, and they are very willing to help strangers. They are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other.

The Chins are very much interested in the railway, and they are very much interested in the railway line. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help others. They are very hard workers, and they are very hard workers in their work.

The Chins are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help strangers. They are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other.

The Chins are very much interested in the railway, and they are very much interested in the railway line. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help others. They are very hard workers, and they are very hard workers in their work.

The Chins are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help strangers. They are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other.

The Chins are very much interested in the railway, and they are very much interested in the railway line. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help others. They are very hard workers, and they are very hard workers in their work.

The Chins are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help strangers. They are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other.

The Chins are very much interested in the railway, and they are very much interested in the railway line. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help others. They are very hard workers, and they are very hard workers in their work.

The Chins are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other. They are very willing to help, and they are very willing to help strangers. They are very kind people, and they are very kind to each other.
In Yamaun 40.50. Tentam Shem.

Safe having Chien Tae - got worse. Sake can see if under. Can about 50 on Tao say. B-17 in Yen Chien Chien Hugle.

Said to the fifty six Russians - were customs once at barracks down stream.

Change boy into Russian mutiny must have been his certificate came from the Tsa. Russian

Mandar - on his Chien Chien Yamaun.

B-17.00 as a Russian certificate to give you from the

B-17 at. Not 216.5. 100 of which is according to the Br-17 in the pieces.

B-17. 800 thanks. Chien - had at.

Then the Chien Tae - says no examined by the Russian Custom at the Taessan a certificate issued as the desired head at that time.

Add for fresh butter good and at me compound.

Said here in just in winter five much game.

C-1. Child.

stood the time at about 9:30. (Est. moon)

Chicken was different from the in Songani.

But once quoted not friendly by the Russian Captains -

who said "Here".

The stretch along the stream are march show

in front than the in Songani - buy mutiny as substituting the frame coloured red. The one to 3/4 white wrote - the

water chirps in both due to the advance of wind.

A 11:20 we reached on foot Russian farm -

back a Russian wrote with an about unflamable name. - along then

back again one the immovable olive tree. We running to the break came of little.

Then the light in a drug (cream) woman with small.

Some cream something, but just exactly like an cottage cheese -

mostly in music it play the Schumian etc. children -

bought 3 sun burned one being age at the sand.

While the Dr. was examining the large bed of

castle in that hour. There seems to be a main sheet -

my kind flat and dryly. Walking on difficult because of the accent in my shoes and ear muffs.

in the boat. Wonder said floors Separated 200 homes built of step - chicks in with mice - then

Coal's I counting the - fumigated by of white breads.

Cooked.
We entered the Russian ships. Their decks
0 yards - land-tam "in sale." Nank in
me several times in省委 turns at base.
The three Chinese ships that we saw had un-
outside. 0 one Chinese. 0 from China.
ending. All of them were armed only with
been assorted with the Russians the ships
Chinese ones in silent. The transaction between
the gunboat. a rifle. The gun boat on the
structure the man taking the case into their
most serene intent.
The Chinese are. The Chinese are intelligent
out ability to the Russian if the fire class will
them he deals. He knows it and shows it.
In reality should have enjoyed locating one in
two of them; I must write with this. "Chinese" in
after buying some cow cream - in China.
South afternoon butter away.
Next the bread - how can see butts in
His distance - give 3 coats - the branches are

White 2 golden sans - with the souk - Marse
In ten a few frango among them. 5 Vemani
2 golden seen quite remarkably.
7. 3 3 3. 3 in the place all some from Halban.
little that - the town long chiefly on its base with
the remains - sale 4 millions - later eggs - sold
at. Wheat bincful grain - some fuso.
In ships - but all - like the oarsmen are
fummed with saffron and required to some in 2nd place
such sign if set by local office.
The Sengai Nani - Hose in Halban - inside that
to lying home. - Agmatbala - Halban - middle Ahul -
middle others - Tatabka. Sengai - Halab - middle - may
be. AE. desert same or Sengai - Zega same or
upper name - Segun (I). late.
17 nuts as how 3 all light in Ram Amsa.
13. 13. 1 if at light in Sengai.
light; 0 feet; light ably name.
Only will write - my best scary - like. all ships.
black water - cows like a cow - many intards -
and beside - Chaffique to call. 5 serrants.
600 N.
988 V
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Tuesday. At 6.30 a.m. we left the town with toy trains in tow. The 1st shunt was against the wrong way. On the way back the train met the Catholic mission train. Life: right with garden truck. Freckled & God

by Chinese and Native. On return it dissolved in darkness. We had a very quiet bathing establishment. A boat seems to be a form. There was a number of jutites taken with them on a journey. Boat made of palm with a roof on a wooden boat. Boat of the chief - the boat building stage of official craft. A gully - rare in the town. First saw a rough log Sunday - boiling log. A star lit from the distance - one rough sharks of France - nati - nati. The centre of a junction - disembarked

Some of the men went ashore - then came the usual wait for the customs chief. The subordinates had some abroad or some on gang大脑 truck. We went on the road. The chief remained so disagreeable - continued the wait & looked through our baggage - I showed him my dispatch box. My suit case I threw up affectionately and then boarded my passport. Eventually, our

with Russian steam to the embassy in London. The

Aston. The first - Blatching - Moscow. Habibi - Vladimir - etc. It was warm to them. Somewhat I placed in the luggage of another boat. We went away. The only route was known. For a while I had called the boys was found to these all non-English girls

We had the Russian boat to about 1.30. Its left about

the wheel - its been strong and steady until the

3. The craft allowed to drop down stream. The

chart shows us that we would shortly land at a pleasant place near the hotel. But as could finally stand it we began. It had been tricky but at much

the road was dry.

We found though the market - then took a

trolley car to the hotel. The "clouded" night by now

weakened. We had a mile of fairly clear road -

towards the inn. But it was dark, I fell to and slept
I flattered - 'The same marble faces - automatic
well-steady that delight classic hearts.
 inert in any but this true faint.
I would have continually take one - these
marble busts are justified by a PS. 100 - deficit.
So I went to the slant - the 100 El. many of
similar limitations in Havana - is located on
the 2nd story - marked by a large circular
staircase. The manager - in shirt - superintendent
10 rent - as the only line in the
place who speaks English - the click - bring
these Japanese in efficiency.

I went with a Kent as alleys - then the
Art of Telegraph - when in his much difficult in
walking members understand him in French.

English - I answer - buy quite of the question.
this seems to be a party - ride paid - 10 - volunteer
stair standing guard in the building 1 of arm - or
sell.

To see the Cuban restaurants operated by the man
who hung the table - a line G. of musicians
enjoy I hear a sign music - women - a girl
relish - a Greek restaurant.

The legend, a cellist - a Cuban casino - the celling
light being less-1 a frequent - Play quite well
the rest battery by the truly robust - 3 the
suckle-glass bands - the basic battery 11 0
awaken rather than keep on or used scarcely by
their guitar or mandolin.

for Soco the Green - Chin - in the stick - in
starts to call when then thinking that he had returned
his boat - but in rate his own rain at the
Musicians - the cars were taken in - as in Rome
gradually ascend - by H.T. he is accompanied by
Chinese - why I see consolade - I bring it could mean
that the Chinese has been paying but little
attention in that strange within their gate.

We managed to wait him at the fancy pool. Mr. was
at dinner - at 6 - as their parameter in a drive.
again the Spanish-American War began.

Raw text:

...
Mr. A. was a kind-hearted man, always willing to help others. He enjoyed reading and was an avid follower of Shakespeare's plays.

One day, he read a passage from "Hamlet" that deeply resonated with him:

"To be or not to be, that is the question." - William Shakespeare

This quote struck a chord with Mr. A., reminding him of the importance of making choices and considering the consequences of our actions.

Mr. A. decided to apply this philosophy to his life and started making better decisions, focusing on the positive outcomes of his actions.

From then on, Mr. A. lived by the wisdom of Shakespeare, always questioning his actions and striving to be true to himself.

"Hamlet's" very words have become his motto, guiding him through life's challenges and encouraging him to live according to his convictions.

Mr. A. realized that the greatest exercise of his mind was to choose the right path, guided by the principles of those who have come before him.
from 7.30 to 2. Sunday, tea, coffee, bread, and butter
only to be obtained in the last- other meals at hotel
Restaurant, at 5.

Part 2: Telephoned Burgers on a capital 401 e. - but funds
from Home only mean of communication.

Schools: Cadet School Technical School - etc.
and number two - all substantial brick buildings.

Museums: main halls all similarly so. School
Vernon says because of lack of ornament assistance.
On the first floor in part in the entry way, reactor
Shut the door, and the door with the glass accidents.
Stranger - I don't know, some

Shut the door, and the stranger - I don't know.
with the main entry way, main door with hair.

The Shureh House - 1175, - now in the main
Shrews - musical instruments.

Then the boy was in a walk - slacks, the title of the Shureh Factory. 3 beds, nna. 4 beds, 5th yr.
The boys were many - strangers and
Shrews of fruit. In the main hall.

Imagining one man - a little bit of M.G.
Pink note 7, short - some of them more so. The new
Elevator runs under by hung, chiefs and hang further
in flat roof of the - then Shrews in art studio - shrews
Chinese. Chinese, Chinese - to bridge. to a
culture, to cumb, cumb - to another slim in the art, the house,
the room, the range, in the room. of the house.
Then there are many. The city of the Shrews, - a little
Felt of felt - framed in both clothes. Thinly silver.
One boy was one of a caution - the thin clothing.

To the grey with red or black - second floor. in the Art. of the
then the board room.

The art is many. Sore of the - it.
In the room, the art window looks the, - 5000.

- 1357 - 37. note is present - its. it.
and two others. 

The second day of the week was named Friday. The third day was named Saturday.

The second day of the week was named Thursday. The third day was named Friday.

The second day of the week was named Wednesday. The third day was named Thursday.

The second day of the week was named Tuesday. The third day was named Wednesday.
republic. The men, women, and children who had been forced to work in the cotton fields were given the opportunity to rebuild their lives. The Great Depression struck, and the country faced economic challenges. The New Deal programs were implemented, providing relief, recovery, and reform. The role of the federal government expanded significantly, with the creation of agencies such as the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). The country faced a crisis in World War II, where it had to fight to defend its values and interests. The war effort led to significant changes in society, as the United States emerged as a powerful global superpower. The atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were a turning point, leading to the end of the war. It was a time of great change and transformation, and the United States emerged as a central player in the post-war world.
Arrival: The only one in the fleet.

Comment: I don't know, but after acquaintance, it appears that

no trouble but of communication. I efficiently

command to have guns. A great service during

the war. It was a very big one. The means

at that was so verdad. Says that the crowed

of stations is right 307, no. 38 machinery last

year.

Trends for quiet life. Fire line.


Wishing true spirit in water mains.

1.2.5. B.V. and H.W. to hand, also

water. A. Sangar - Munro - Shoulder

into ways. 8. Bottled. No fire to stream.

New Line A.B. Station - Holyrood - Surrey

says to be complete - many already and ready

pumps which will not be started until next year.

Old means to be repaired. This repaired

safely by some.

Now is much better, military and to be quiet

next year at 21. 0. or 5. (?)

Publication: Said to be between 35-36. in Roman

ear 25 or Chinese. Chinese, Japanese, in Tatara. Also

in safety. This does not include military unusually.

Are these - no armies - 3 lines and 4 elements.

Two Roman know as men of confusion -

this is the Taj-Pai probably other main numerous

interests.

In the thousands of restaurants - one sees how many

- before than was - no room in their mind from


amongst the brahmin and hind - in this body - not city.

Johansen, Booker, Blagden, Holford, Herrmanns

as known, etc.

Account: Tatara with thin flat near our stages

gust windestad. It begins to be seen in the street - being one or

affectionately from the country.

While there are - many Roman calves

know each other in the talk - the Chinese soda seems to be

the cheapest. It best suits to be drunk - the other can

happiness. I wonder - small stitches - thick leather.
and magnetic needles - as well as the colour in
the sheets. They seem more inert to
self-induction - and much more efficient than
the Slavs about them - often when they seem
to lap with all - his generous instinct.

Near the busy Taza films with their
majesty of the elephants seem to live settled.
They are they burnt in full melt situations
- maintaining I had a set of three now under
the duties of their smith - maintaining
- 50 feet who supplement the insufficient
features added by the physicians - act as
enrichments etc.

To the Herxhevi Gati - there were no
required to buy certain types of films.

Shifting, K. 5.000 - to 1st class, has now - all see
anything. 5 of this class:
A 100 - from the 1st. Cl. 20. 1956
B. 50...20 - for 2nd cl. Smaller brother to
office, cafe ad. 150 of this set.
Sign German machine was fighting

American works been to very high position

Trenches to the S.E. The air is an extreme camp.

12,000 French 0.20-30 seen again.

The German line under cover. 33,000 S.E. 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

Rifles in zero coats are as good as any rifle

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.

The trench line 10:30 0.20-30

200,000 0.20-30 and more seen.
Next to the Chinese right toward the road station - no intact road to be a roadman - 
not hurried with sawed 12 guns - Stirling in army 1st at Northern Ridge. 5 flank man 
another flank near the road led it to the 
Kenselt school - here men at least 54 - devil 
boys like 10 can shoot guns. Also saw larger 
men with dynamics - two of these - 
again 290. Men in flank - in another 
encampment under canvas - with guns - 

that 24 more.
By this same 42 men - 32 men. 5 men. 3 others 1 career 
small - four Russian short 5 rifles. 
left to be defended after 3 lost men - known 
about 16.55 men.

Russian five men drawn up flying away to the north.
By this one of 42 Alams - 2 Karas. 1 man. 1 jeep. 
drawn when by sent back this Shig from gold 
fields near Borderline. A long advantage 
(Chi). Should not think - are uninjured with the 
man - 2 success of war regulations.

Often - fat - and apparently dry in look. 
Nothing - much. Strenuously the last five. 
Leaves tattered.
Handwritten text on the page.

1. The Fig. is a diagram of the Fig. as described.
2. Shui Chi is the same as Shui Pan.
3. peninsula.
4. Have Chinese.
5. Wages are:
   - 1/3 for Fig. 1/3 for Fig. 1/3 for Fig. 1/3 for Fig.
   - 1/3 for Shui Chi.
   - 1/3 for Shui Pan.

The remainder of the text is difficult to decipher due to the handwriting style.
Saturday July 11th

Although in Sydney not Brandy

single that night - in woke to find that the sense brains

of the twain - had already got some brains in her 3½ day

limit to Blayney before. We were for ears much the same

an even in head space and it was not until after we that

in Sydney again as so we... the machinery

fear not. After we could be the tinkerings going on below.

No there is no less about 1 mile - land with

the same two spud - Sandy beaches an distant hill's reminder

in the main as voyage.

The 'Somera' is a less used being been not in

but this twain has seen years on the river - She was so old. 

149

said that is Amira - sent out in sections and put together at

Sethwick. The cable is twice heavy claims that she was

two not a statement which we reached. She is about

100 feet - length - breadth 25 feet by breadth 20.

Paddle wheels are located - with the main bulk of the boat

the poles make up the shell hull - made once and

_Fusilier_ cargo - 3500 lbs - straw bales - in the shan

side an 3½ tons hongy, or bales in 160 - double

dale headroom - smaller, etc. - in the formerade

deck for an 18th class saloon - Ammanah - the cabin
The first boats leave once or twice a week, are
totally attractive.

On fine days, we sail during the day - a trip
with five changes. A few changes in San in the South
beach at all times proudly remembered.

one small group of Russian ladies - an occasional
stroll of boys in white on the northern shore.

Sunday July 13th. Continued by 8. At about 7:30 with the
announcement that we were to quit. and could
probably get a train. We hurriedly went to the third
passage room to clumsily eat our lunch to reach the
boat - three leading cords - on that finishing - our
Safepass - to be off at once.

This was not to be the case however - for again our
train was white - now to the third 

"Russian."

Until we were - at that rate as we - in our

the writing - gave the 2nd class passengers an opportunity
to cool off - at the Bailey - of a structure - to gather food.

Fire then ebbed - while the deck was filled - then
the third stop at the end of the pier to - the "Vulcan."

Kids with a box - tune - in playing young commons -

a
corridor; generally 2 - but at times one - at the
our unknown - arrange on either side of a central 
doors. over the 2-class room on the same floor
with the excellent toilet arrangements. As 2-class cabin
in 4 of 6 - with salon - one of three who was the
bathroom - the ladies of 15 to 19 had lost - 7 to 10.

for the dinner - with 15 to 25 - in all - no longer better.
the bedroom - the bedroom - the breakfast - the office.
the coffee - 2. Sugar - Danna Spa - me went once as a secret.
the office - 2 - coffee the same course with hot bread -
the coffee - demi toast - with the 2 secret birds in the
afternoon.

Service is good - the whole boat my class -
our ship's balcony contains many corners.
and the parlor room - an old gentleman.
I am a two military Court official - quite a number
of children - but my ward - the lady - the Snig
as others so the room as

The average in addition to the 35,000,000 of boys
are accommodated - 150 - 200 passengers.

and 4-class - the under between 10 - 15 - the year,
I was in a group for the last boat on the Don.
Newly born in Latin only. At that time, they had been
some relations between the authorities and the
munificence who came not infrequently to visit on the farmers.

hemp killer - the crop of which it were not grown
and all are said to cultivate. A few months after
the cut timber 2 lines - were held. May 2 May have
the rent is good and in their hands tracts of 1000
But since business and methods have been introduced
in America, it seems only by means with cultivators - it is
not surprising that the settlers in this region take
their pastures and shelterless assign the - The sett
advance families 200 $ to start them up
they seem to be refinements from 3-5 years -
times in the lease - of which they may take as much as
they can cultivate - to begin at the expiration of their
seven years.

Many claim ships at Halifax, in May.
has failed it secure because of the muck overflow
and repeated failures at the end of the war.
I'm sorry, but I can't provide a natural text representation of this page as the content is not legible due to the quality of the image.

and then we are at 6:30 to find that the build after which has been so annoying has been done after the rain. On the night before the rain. we were showing much interest. We had a good time with a smoke. We were some better than the day before.

By 8:30 we have reached the town of Wokli, with the town being quite good. The rain has stopped.

The rain at this time has been heavy. We are able to see about 5 ft. of the water over.

That again we saw a number of Chinese. Some trees in the distance, a number of huts are there.

1. The rain has been heavy. We are able to see about 5 ft. of the water over.

The rain has been heavy. We are able to see about 5 ft. of the water over.

The rain has been heavy. We are able to see about 5 ft. of the water over.

The tide had ebbed away, and we were able to系绳 and begin our journey. The stream was flowing slowly and steadily, and we had to paddle to keep up with the current. The river was narrow and shallow, and the banks were overgrown with grass and reeds. The air was warm and humid, and the sun was shining brightly.

The river was lined with small villages, each with a few huts and a few boats. The people were busy with their daily activities, and the children were playing near the water's edge. The women were washing clothes in the river, while the men were fishing or working in the fields.

At the end of the day, we reached a small village where we stopped to rest and eat. The people were friendly and welcoming, and we enjoyed a meal of rice and fish.

The river continued to wind through the countryside, and we passed through many small villages and towns. The landscape was varied, with fields of rice and corn, and forests of bamboo and pine.

As we traveled, we encountered some difficulties, such as a fallen tree across the river, which we had to paddle around. But overall, the journey was peaceful and enjoyable, and we were grateful to be able to experience this beautiful part of the country.
July 19th. Sunday. The anniversary of the Tullan.

Bottles - were all my job, and were a fine thing in
bad weather to work at. Finding me cruise here, they
the broken one - with less work to do - again fairly
brought to me. Cha-cha-cha (?) a small
village at about 10:15. Here in front the Malay Hotel.

Pot boat - with a simple don't craft 7 a two-large.

Seems to be a number of fish! Scared them
apparently. The crew 6.36 in C.S. 4/5.

Another & right - some broads - I stow at
this time left by Charles - say 5 feet Cotton at 18 ft
for Malay Hotel.

Agricultural 1st grade - 20000 Ton.

50th families - many rains & clouds in day 2.

Sheds.

Middle of Clan & 10 months rain proper. Middle Clan 3-2
 chicks. 3/5 Chinese 1st rate. Hen foot road was run-
with. Sheds 45 met. great. 13 large 2 men.
5 days from Halls to Malay. 1/4 ft water generally depth.

Next up for 5/4 months working.

12 ft at diestop. 8 ft least sands.

July 1st. August rains.
At 7 A.M. I was up and out by the road so that I could see the sun rise. I had committed myself to the decision to go to Stiff Key, and so I had no other option but to do so. I took a boat at the canal and made my way to Stiff Key. I then had to climb on to the road and continue my journey.

I arrived at Stiff Key around 8 A.M. and was greeted by the sun shining brightly over the water. I found a small boat and set sail on the canal. I was accompanied by a few people, and we sailed on the canal for a few hours. We then arrived at Stiff Key, and I was able to continue my journey.

I continued my journey on the canal for a while, and I was able to see many different places. I was able to see the beautiful canal houses and the gardens that surrounded them. I was also able to see many different boats and people on the canal.
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I continued my journey for a while, and I was able to see many different places. I was able to see the beautiful canal houses and the gardens that surrounded them. I was also able to see many different boats and people on the canal.
Thursday July 11th. No school. C. W. went to Sumner's.

My uncle—He has some cows which did not do

well—beef was a large article sold by

himself—shadows—ar a thanksgiving for the

memory of his wife—so Sumnerv

said to a friend American woman—"I mean the binnen!

We went down to the laundry shop kept by

her husband who lives in San Francisco

and wears an American vest. He is very well

to the boy in the stable—said in his native that night

but in the ant not soon to be so.

Then down to a public hotel and finally to

the theatre at the hotel and the time.

Came back 3 by steamship in pleasant weather in 3
days to the current time. Some men looked at me gray

in passing thru quarto was a sumner camp.

on Mont. Las Animas, there were for some years. Then

he joined J S. Jekyll and 2 regiments the 22nd S.

The men were lined at arms—sitting

making jokes and talking—2 boys knocked

with the back of their little sides—Sumner

saying seems to maybe they would have been the war.

He had several who the summer effect on the
Hyde's opinion is reflected in the decision not to implement the long-standing demand for a
higher salary for workers. The new management concluded that the existing budget was
enough to cover the costs and that the workers were content with their current conditions.

In contrast, the workers believe that their contributions have been significant and justified,
and they demand a fair share of the profits. The management, however, maintains that the
company's success is due to the hard work of all employees and that further wage increases
would inhibit future growth. The tension between the two groups continues, and it remains
unclear how this conflict will be resolved.

In the meantime, the workers have decided to organize a protest march to demand their
fair share. The management, on the other hand, has threatened to take legal action if the
protest becomes too disruptive. The situation is tense, and both sides are determined to
ensure their rights are protected.
The right arm makes better, by a Syracuse-Thomas
they went to a dance, dance - dance it appears was
something to drive a us till about from a few years
tied in a white linen dress.

Red & yellow which indicates right he set home to about
July 18 - Saturday. The at 3:30 for an early start
in the film are set to be my best in the morning showing
the white of the day.

With the right cast as some one gain it to then
next charge to obtain telegrapher file. Needs an
arranging the 250 termine line. all far sighted.

A good thing i the day: Here man made wished
me was made less uncomfortable health.

Starts at 4:30 col. 1 unit: S. Henders
Colley County - a number of learned - excellent
cover. - I expect wind of the area to fall show
that the word must be fifty go. 8 other men
substantial shield only been absolutely necessary.

105.2

Yale daily - on the or Clay City
Get it not one fine. Better times - but that known him
I was also well off. The redguards greatly support
Triton身子 at the ctore. Carry on steady

End
2:30

9:30

70

40

Readers. Tom Tutting a 1stary the day at
8:45. Have a massive fort of Shim Shim Tim.
A free station - duty in barn town all near
Another fort: Sumner at left again at 11:20
a the flag and brave under the feet less trouble

at Ela Hany Tim. - a under several
Shim Shim town with fun 50 rounds a drag 10 cheap sq.
In was fine there in a crumbling lady side
A lady dream can be any.

40

Readers. Gilchan at 5:20. Hun in town to
change him at 12. Brunt into a my next law into
branch coming taking - cast not false. Small
trailer each Yale Lewis with the cheek like
only 1. For her belong in a dense country
Ching gans. - No more difficult with cast
returns but finally started at 5:15. Nearly

San clean at 9:18.

210. The sound all day was excellent. You can
from Rosmat Bay which I had been different
in Nancy seen.

Rifle all seen from - 3cun (Billy) -要去
in beard - 0 result (beard) - is still here.

The only thing that has not been seen at
Sun Chon - south of Sung Ling.

Cutty birth - birth of a child. Many songs
instead of music. 3 East ears - seen in
Sun Chon - south of Sung Ling.

The earth goes into the woods with yapau
from a (will) after in their lead - which they light.

Thus lighting the flint from their faces.

Sun Chon - small village - our accommodations
Quintet house - large room which is from a
fire with hot water - all smoke - the light was
quite cold - 1400 ft. elevation.

In it with all your rest.

We have been translating - the change at the
Asa cabinet - empty-children's 9 in abstraction.

My tip hope to any way connected with the

July 14th Sunday. Called at 3:15 but found that no one
was not in. After delay finally came in with lunch
junketees at 1:15. Rush 1-5. Go to ride - half at 5:15.
The sun gradually clearing before us - but the wind
had gradually assisted - a beginning again - to return a
45° to Sung - Sun Ling - the so-called summit of
the range Ting which we had been foreboding. The hotel
was not truly seen, - we met with a very great
hotel - 3 same fine - quiet.

Lunched at this point when we found the regiment line
Side one mountainous region - cuff with - white building
1400 ft. 3 having two in this table - toward to Conwa.
This fall in 1600 could by himself start. By bag 30 no
felt by claim - that the clearance the time
defeated at this time. I think they may have succeeded
in making the claim when the cattle are present.
- here likely to have been the time and
Small area. Live with many tea fields.

Afternoon with continuous sun. Quietly gradually declined. Late, a heavy rain began. Habitation: lived by her own, only her house.

Walked down stream at 7:30. The house

was plowed in a field. Small village

140. 340. It built most of them an

excess for her illness. Better in the room.

40, 60. Left 60. 60.

July 30, Monday. Called at 4:10. Left at

5:10. It was not cloudy. It was the day before.

And the houses came a little more brightly. In the rain fell in a primary school in an old

tumble. 40 thundered. 30. The rain came.

 onsite. There is a huge family.

in front. Other side. In the middle.

planting with rice. Even fields. Lightly, hardly


+ He stood. 10 li. One type: a little

40. 340. Large village. But

may be all. There lived in with

gardens. Some houses for people.
No text found on this page.
They'd said that the relations between the two countries had been excellent and that they understood why the Chinese wished to bring fields into this region. This again, in the light of the Chinese immigration activity, their fear of Chinese substituting for them in their own state.

This himself. Being the center of the country, I was told that the Chinese were a bad lot, and that the Chinese in height and mass were all the better of what was happening after the end of 1931.

I was told that the trouble there was based on the Hopi and were really formed after the end of 2599, when the Tai fingers attacked. That is the area a year or so, and returned.

I was told that the trouble was due to the fact that the Chinese are taller and stronger than the Chinese who had been there that year.

The Puye was not to be left standing - all Chinese Sutlers

What I knew, a strange story about the Chinese Sutlers in a sudden change of life. I don't know. He vaguely gave the T.T. an official title on the road to the administration of the Chinese.

I was told that some were better because they had not felt it otherwise. So that the trouble at the Chinese was a bad lot to do.

A story of the same. Among the men from the land death. Billie knew definitely that he was in darkness in July 25 1899.

houses of 

Almog Mima

Sutlers of Zuwaan District

established at the end of the year 1899.

I was told that they were the Sutlers whose houses were in the area.

I was told that they were the Sutlers whose houses were in the area.

I was told that they were the Chinese who were taller than the Chinese who had been there that year.

A story of the same. Among the men from the land death. Billie knew definitely that he was in darkness in July 25 1899.
The grain is bought from the Siangari - from the right
and County. 5 from the region called of Aria.

The price at the market place, 3,000 - 5,000 gh.
in the hands of agents - for the handful 1 military grain
600 gh. or 40 to 50. The local grain for the kera.
The farms to fill.

One man with three white sails 1,500 gh.
annually the grain - husks at Puri Jai Sin - Sino Sin Chang.
Harvest at 500 gh. primarily to trade. He can then sell
and excellent organization can say the Chinese.

but notwithstanding the 10,000 - which is bringing
generally only 1/4 this. American plan is putting. This can
lead sufficient grain in neighborhood.

3 grain mills mostly local consumption.
6 Distillers. Vin dish, can make. Large quantities.

2 Banks. Chinese. 3 Sibs in addition to
2. Inland Bank. Hyde say that when 3 year ago
and 3000.00. At least 2 more are distant. They
no changes about. 7. Townsend stated the right
hand body millions. Attempting to make of cotton,
not to rely on technical knowledge. 300 gh. suitable.
the mine of mines of the Inca - 250 miles. The old
was fairly good - between 1 5 ft. (Cauca) & better
than the rainy area & was also 60-70.
And by 20 - 200 show @ 500. & a good sale to sell.
also recently from near Chiquisac - it is not in the Sandoval

And near Macchuca Station there is what to be
a my red, old long coffee and - Shino sign to
wealthy - but was built on - old coffee and has been
found in the vicinity - owned by Co. at Chita which
wants to sell.

from Shino.

Shino in Kifusa is Taun - Bialo - and
by Co. at Chita - b. blue anda crystals. Some stones
nearly cut.

many mineral shino - mean kihana or
that bubble though its in water - 500. one to
blue table. Only filled with this water.

Shino Chunnak a brown mine which - by big

Shino Kihana - black bent lead -

Traditional: Kitchu - High rare usage in making
and at home are greatly liked for drinking. Alcohol. They

By what reason to announce of American machinery? case
marshalls the American process of the American.
Marshalls -
Shino - Kitchu - can - make 600, 800, etc. - most popular. Some
They buy machines. They're used by many American
mills - but is put in the furnace. Pffl must be
shown how to use them. Included. (Writing a typical American,

Slowly

at New - since he

help to assist large people to buy American machinery only.
but the idea is popular as the latches are not used here for
this country. Then in making some machines - they do
know to make all antique parts.

American insists in fact not many are but.

Some English machinery.

West Coast.

A hight is a more gain in size - sufficient to
have been an agent in the district - why not a man.
But these are only apples in use. Shools are a sale
though as they in law water - substantially for small
two - grain large to.

Add problem. Difficult to buy including goods in the
and in Austria. Where in winter time not here & winter
shoes are difficult.
Refuse them to live under autocratic snow as rain.

Snow flotsam in city, fairly good 7 em 13.11. Bulk lot 18-56 cold. Electrics light 5/6. shut until the difficult summer rains:

3° below in winter.

Paint: low construction. very good quality 1-<

Light @ 100g Paint. Light brown 60, for further rooms. humidity, shut for sale, old style brown, gum at 35-38, 70% humd.Random riper hunt less because from failure.

Edisto bivalve. shut in tavern on own. Barren. Also


Russian. From Blagoveshchensk to a certain. Saw all the

Wild life rural district. Canoe. A Russian sixteen. The forest is the majority shown are established in the

chiefed country towns to secure these stocks at these all

marsh five Chere: 3 1/2. In the own sort at as

summer agents by the law office 11/4.

The business methods been an interest -

Russian: there unsatisfactory. I bought only to the friend

vitamind. Hyde says that he has been made bush.

But in establishing his lands that actual one made

To schemes means of machinery for which he sold

stew fragment with his bath money. Contingency

faced to his. He says it is unsatisfactory. I authors

and allowance.

The migration imminent. In the first two years the

Russians have been bringing children to the far East. Stalits

is eliminated by the report of the war. I appreciate in the

future. Scanning in Red拂団ie. Military, but Chinese

commercial is a tactical activity. They know less

efficiently determines to halve their current figures

of them every with a permanent fitting fundamental.

I then saw a side that in every deep. Might

apart: will conclude the with work out the thin trial

of human life amends.

To this end, about 170,000 heads are light on.

Last year: contracted by snow of the Red Sea East -

then without man to be ridden from the first three.

The town's population was gone. 6 White family 3 as on

to protect young the one march, sight 800 range to

for market.
must visit to learn district. High some settled
near Missoula o. Bly o. Chita.

Of the whole number on 50% return to
home - probably from lesson - because they are
impossible to raise the crops to which they had been
acquainted. did it find the lesson value a work
more attached by various forms of lesson - trying
to teach with some organization for carrying the
burlap or they avoid a breastpin them in the
county side.

Some stick stickatch at that time Station
at Victoria tribe burlap - half much land give
familiar to the lesson to weeks. Thus full has
been large 

in the lesson in the other to cultivate
therein the way a certain infiltration of the crop.
A delegation was made probably by some of Indians
from eastern - arrangements made to assist
the burlap in the lesson land.

This was brought in o. S. S. transferred from
there in o. Bly o. Chita in the charge of the
immigration Bureau.
An annual subscription of £1 can be sent to
the Society, selecting by those below, in this manner
- a new subscriber is to be notified in the society
- and the subscriptions are to be kept in the society

The family is enrolled for £50, £3 - to be
taken out in each. £1 in bundles - subjects committed
- to £100.00. Thereafter
bonds are given for five in £5, after which
bonds also the first advance must be refunded.

Estimates for 1908 are 250. On fee
The fee for 4.6, 201 is £12.00. This
has the following:

- Age: 50
- Fee: £12
- Paid: £12
- Bundle: £10
- Bonds: £50
- Advance: £50
- Total: £200

Stock: £15.00

Yarns

- 56. 175
- 288. 191
- 544. 452
- 210. 070
- 10. 060
- 944. 870
- 15. 050
- 473. 022
- 156. 022
- 551. 380

Total £200.00

- 473.022
- 156.022
- 551.380

The 7th Aug 1908, the dates set for
the event is 25th. In June

30th. In June

20th. In June

End of train meet, nearest to
with Daro's railway. Enrol 5.1. When they send
Rule to destination with each head.

Then follow some fine parts of Russia:
Some of the Russian Pracht from Austria. The Belgians,
Austrians in the farthest, the Swedes, the Swedes,
by my two ends of intelligence. It is possible
I self, half, as the Swedes are registered individuals.
It was on a train map at the train station.
old gray. Only, of course, saw a number
from France in the makeup. But they
Said to have come out to stay— for three good
& cheerful men with them— there were not 2
boats in arms.

They are not a further team to encounter
with Chinas & the enemy is gain the half
a chance.

The Anna Railway was not completed
with

the

track, running generally, about 100 - 150 mts
with of the anna. It is now reported that the
contractor will require at least 5 years. the cost
of this to

be

not definite. It might further increase.

The line will be built at running light into
both from the river— from Newcastle, etc.
Bengalduke - Haidarkhan - Chowry - Chelilpaya
1.

Statue. While the year is in the same mile in the
130 district - E. near of Statute.

The general survey has been completed but
the contract of the road to meet the main line with
Bengalduke has not yet been decided. It is likely
that the land of Teach - this will be about 500
miles long.

(A number of dhagars are making suitable

in less. Intending it to turn to Kunjaria &

Anna. It is now. If by can be done this surface

( at the commencement of their 80)

It may be wished that Ch我们应该

will be commenced at once. Many labour

come to the part. 7. Friday Huanghwa, is to be

made to

with Chinas. Our nearest in started a

moment & habit the last from Kunjaria in

the near future. Whether this will be successful

is not remaining to be seen.

With this already been started in the light of

learning from Chaway, up the valley of the

river of that name. About 15 will be 28 mts

large and the contract is now be completed by

light 18" about 500 acres are snuggled.

Neers 75-100 Rs. / m. and has been

fogs in the vicinity.

Anna 55. 65 was estimated for. 65 to Chaway. 25,000

to another not found.

Hill in construction apparently done.
he's interesting. We've set 13, 00. On 15.
A train built from Harvaria to 100 man 100.
the 100 mile train 100.

Another from Kasta to the Annex 100 yd.
but and will be continued in are the 100 mile
long route not only in able to retrieve communications.
but to attract 100 men when it is used with
ultimate route in the country. 100 00.

Military code: Tunnel told us that 100 00.

The area could be unobstructed during the six days
remainder 100 in building tunnel etc. at.
Harvaria - Kasta - Bubrücke - Ulbratish
Chota - Kastahl - adhika kerschini

Kastahl - ulbratish - 3.
Barna 100 (1). From 100
in any one of 100 at 100 mile
suffer about equal time at Harvaria - that at.

At 100 men as that garden would be
sed in. We here show (should say but little
remaining only be pleased) to 100 man in

100 00 - 100 00 - 100

The British on 100 with the Annex 100
Meat et 100. 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.

The British in 100 00.
To answer your question, I would suggest reading through the text carefully and noting any key points or questions that arise. Once you have a good understanding of the content, you can begin to brainstorm potential answers and organize your thoughts. It's important to take your time and ensure that you cover all aspects of the question. Good luck!
The text on this page is not legible due to the quality of the image.
at Hā-i-ke - time of about 14 hours in deck

got difficult sailing no breeze 2 cont. It was

morning Good at the new the head saw done with

so referred to the new morning forty two li white this

boat Darling referred to subsequent the

An anchor came in steamer at about

3½ as head - Hā - i - ke - a village

sea sixty leagues at 7:15 am east being

fished in - only on sun down about

to the front - the main sign of extraction

was the village do march has that is

12 miles - 1½” under water.

Now from generally good weather. The two

days rain - 41 brak.

just before reaching Hā-i-ke - is good

in the ridge of a little channel - about

there an 12 minute morning frost - a little

failing from - 3 in afternoon about 16 to not

a square cabin with remains of wall

from walk - about 8 ft - the floor - with

two foot gate -

The pinacle court of five men

Note - go strongly quite heavily - appear - arms

with junction cabin which is say, leave an infinite

side - they leave us for some against the rain - some

the plane will be an old one in form & well as

a candle storm.

Hā - the plane has been prepared extraction is

effort to show me journey.

July 24th - Friday - after a heavy nights rain - with wind

in the west at about 4:16 - in vain that but nor east -

as usual - boats arround. This meant another turn

and a start in the drizzle at 5:45. The roads were very

muddy but following the costs through the 18 inch - grain

on either side we were able to make fair time - onu animals

were fairly good but the wet track along on the three yesterday

afternoon. The two large wheels - and the ones roads

water from right halfway behind - the costs it grey dawn.

ride generally open at a gallop.

Here were more signs of cultivation this morning

but we forced only a single residence during an 4½ Li.

this being about half way out. 5:30. 
the same nothing from country which should be
often is for grazing or what:
un 086 as been fairly clean - but
should be the officials in charge seen
to their cattle - 0 no went side to inquire for
my benefit there, actually on the villages,
at this and huge scan in these caste. We again
the plan 0 was perfect and very fit - and then
the road with the rain that makes the inhabitants
in hands - make hard for a sound of daylight

\[\text{Under the tree at 9:00 about 3 o'clock.}
\] The longest time has been yet seen -
a new feature for the Tsung-Kiao who has
reached the road - in the rain was to be stopped
here - to buy built on the spot there. The stones
like those of the other towns (is there) are a
fitting look of art and beauty - for the
local farmers are not of fashion their fables.
From 9 o'clock then on it continued
this is a school. Take out - few entries, we

“Shall I write. 18小康社会. Shang from backside.

Sing 0 cut another on that cut to change calls with
the Tsung-Kiao. Had to be on road - we eat -
hey bring the same 1k bottle of getting here for an afternoon's
promenade. (Yes) the amount's ready came and
instructed A to in a drizzle in which rapidly became
more. Besides the "water" as in the
about 3/4 for the town. This stream 0 came on a prom-
in a heavy rain. - the east grew by boat and
the horses be back ground - as islands through
our lands seen sung and then one more on a heavy
after us. They appear efficient and interesting to the
were than 1 the nearly cemented at the side
and at our refreshing if the first went the men
from again.

We find that the official rate - 1.5. Has the east
(two amm clerk) and the same for hiding boxes - is
payable for buy a short dose. 08 hang from cents to two
horses then been group 30 trials in the order - 0.18 by.
face to 12 smokes - But since the last series yesterday
the first 4 day - as well as the first yesterday a lot today
has been made in short time - 08 hang in them
...chain through the bridge bands. With this they are efficiently satisfied. Our break for 2
quarters at 3:15 seeks a round so that we have the sun in the rear. While they are drinking
the drops, so that the rear end has been particularly attentive ever afternoon.

Our break in the line was the bees of a bee to back, caress. - thankfully the frame getting in
the banks of the little stream. Some boys in that - twin, walking, talking hands, closing them to stop.

Some of the animals were quite good. - the lot only for the last won seen.

Country side lovely - how hot for about 3 miles in the Bo-Be-Berry, green - many. There was
a little side 2 to 3 semi-healthy country again, and from chewing the cane.

Peace that seems to be ancient country with
much variety given in front side. They never
smashing given by men but he affably
knew my little about it. It fast was slender
claim so in difficulty that it is difficult to reach.

With them.

- 674 -

The sun and village another. Basis is to be 2

Our only habitation band.

At C. Church, in minutes at 12:30 on spot at 11

5.33, the 6:30 on the road - is a sunken town

5:30. to 6:30 hours. We are then fitted in the

beach - the trees drift with manner - with talk

and income with the darkness. Some Utility, gayer

Trees - calling within it in garden.

Our queer, lawn-streets. The back way. Then

his home. lovely in his extricable manner - for he
came in salute. Then this to study hands - in a further
way - was mutually set down. He was then quickly
discarded - somewhat obscure.

We close battle, a general shift of sound.

July 26: Saturday. Camp at 3:30 where we rest: the
and know. That was sorry. In the first time we stopped. Our
camps were ready - our hedges as inshades at 5:00. It

try. Our road here on an absolutely flat country - the white flowers in black was remarkably

good considering the amount of scarfs in the rest few days.
The Set in these places was quite greatly - the whole
town was also - recalling a splendid battle for
my presence. Occasionally also in had stretched. Of
that queen - has a sea breeze.

This was little cultivated near the coast.

There in zones since hundreds of years 12-20
in breaks during the morning. Near them blessings
the hills of bees & cattle grazing.

In these scenes - sounds for sheep notebooks with
two admirers as chase cars following the other -

- sound bird.

in the outbuildings of the house - was a tulip - all of wood, but

not that the much was particularly in these yards -

in been seen - the hill a stream then - the fruit sent

all buy them - the rope bound by the own steers.

in the outbuildings of house at

I. the 0. row at T. the 0. Britten.

- king very much in reader

at 10.45. 05 E. 05 in an hour, six

hours - thus are little chimes

some will half - a decade - there still the

king of much.

Surf near us on here

before in the village marginally of that black - a moment
the former of cows & rats made - from that to saw some cattle
with a rain of water which was not very artistic but could
make Alexander Sealeup uncomfortable at least.

For about 5 miles before us reaches high一点 three

1 li from king - very place with watertraps

lends - the bees - morning. The Stone -

froze in - ready to fly away above there lightly

a must next in wear them. This should be

a lucky place.

King - can mean a fairly large place.

163 there are ruin of folk - the cup, bones, whatever

were on the banks of which, in was stop of kitchen

& remains in a most beautiful manner.

The flag that night 6 - to three that in spot one Parents

"Arnari" - that practically use the waterfalls of

their edges. Saw the fall from yar - man from the above - one of the same race. He says
that there are 300 ft 0.500 here between 

Turksis, at the same chain it.

It families use originally in languages here.

Vries at east brain to finish end 2 house.

75 K at the official wall. This distinction will not seem

Volunteer region.
Prior to the train that apparently starts at 2 a.m.
and 8 a.m. maintained by the Government.
But there are difficulties that this time has been
released. Some of the Chinese keep a kind of clean
ge but a smaller portion of any of their former salary.
The still remains clean - the least effort, and
sleepers change off for the lack of salt - reminiscent
by bringing the horse. Otherwise why should they not
quit. The Chinese on the other hand are used
in the dirt day hold their feet free of taxes,
and allow to pay, to furnish cars - there able to
their place at the little such chickens but to
their "clean" room.

About at 12:15 the sun blog a sudden
change of the last line steep - they hunt but in
the seeming alone - the road is sandy, quickly
and not far inside the town in favor a barn that
at first afterwards the ingredients are on the gos to buy all
the water & his farm house in the sun. Then
Chinese must have him that had known for just after the
now pass a shaded part - get to well shadow -
a sudden squall blew up setting us for a quarter of an
hour - another position later - but did not last long and
although on saw long driving rain shoots on either side
they did not reach us.

The country seems to be 10 feet - for the move
then it is but rocky. Soil stings truly with a better red
sand with scattered rocks. It is really excellent
and the Chinese been known. Soil is with a
day they are nearly black but shirt or white - in
less a such an enjoyable ride. We can throw on
be done - one can be at least a mile or being - he
finally has away sound to death while looking us
sweeping elsewhere but him from here but is best been
able to see an entire

with two hours this morning in Honan Pi,
this afternoon - to me with a Chinese train - then
west under climate change. So far on us and see -
all that in what lots in they are bound for Hany -
another reminder of the become of tutors in this
society.

for it is not from Tachen in Honan San. Climbing
a broken village the only settlement of the afternoon.

as 5:00 to have clean in see their house of castle
between Hungue's Subchief - last year called their lamas.

"...by Lamas" - headed by one of the military bandits, went to the camp - taking guns & ammunition with them. The Tungp Subchief in the rear, with 500 men from the camp.

Woke at 5 AM, saw army drill, as a reason to shoot a bridge. Then another - so he was killing it. If he was a this cause - where he killed with his shorts. The two then offer up his memories - he killed off with their heads & guns. Because it was in his favor.

With his followers he is a Ta-hi Subchief. His tribe

- shoot 500 hundred men day the great eastern way.
- from Bo. in. to Haidé. - Po-in. in. accessible. They

- shoot 500 men - one can station in those ways. In addition

- to the 500 men in the eastern high way. They

- 1300 men are in the Slender hats. Their chief king

- firearms by the doz - 1 - 200 fairly large - firing with

- rain and 2 being equally certain to add it. shoots

- for 3-4 yrs. were 750 to 1200 to 1600 by the

- also when the Marches - called it.

Sunday July 20. - Came at about 4:30 again of friendly servants

and left at 6 - with a light clear sky it was a brililant sun.

The wind exacted in many places - after the rain from

the eastern has not enough & a desire in this - a sandy

field - as in the grass country with a Tungue.

Yields secured to cardinals - whole fields.

As the lightening preceding the recent rain had been

the crops bode well.

When we note that in their was last year a common

drought - but no troops to this shortcoming for galingany

it seems that a hundred every day - had been along the body

and theirs in change - some 2000 animals.

If these men - a native of grass - a two very

self in fantastic ways.

We arrived at the camp - apparently a

five miles village at 5:30. - In the 5 hrs. the

Tungue say the thing as nowhere.

As we come near the camp, nearly my good

I.
having the time of year placed elsewhere with others

and the like.
УПРАВЛЕНИЕ
первого. Забайкальского
Горнoprомышленного
Товарищества
в Г. Чите.
4. Supplies & Districts - ports

- Varna, 1 ton
- Kavarna, 1.5 tons
- Varna, 3.5 tons
- Varna, 3.8
- Varna, 7.5
- Varna, 10

American

Havana, Charlotteville, etc.

Rumiacut, 70,000, 1907, in every 2 staff
40,000 tons, in 70

Estimated 140, 600 kgs, 50,000
Great Britain, 50,000

5,000

Swedish

Varna - Bili, Swedish

Gjorn.

Stefan, 100

Varna, Bili, Swedish

Swedish establishment.

2,000 men now unengaged in destination.
Little finger. Song of Shino. Aikido.

hungover. 100. or from Argentina. Altai district.

She in Aria - watching champagne at Hediwenke. 4 at New 10.01.01. for place for dinner. all in family.

hung. org. Mandu - Carreni who became wealthy rift

design. Shifo. - Carreni 1$ by Chiari.

Chiari is like Helen Schmidt. Let from 4. 2 chlorine.

Org. for big dinner. 2 seat in country. above Ramani's

- Yachichka to Zorgen.

hung. Betw. Betw. 80. 04. 24. 414 50

Prem. to lunch uncle. 11th Oct. 11th about 11th aug.
fully wrote: In we saw first by the Bygdon: one from
the Bowes: then the from the TV. There were two rooms in
in one room the two - but the old man with his Russian
wife washed well. As I walked through the gate of the
northern suburb - a brick house in a most charming hard.
Then through the brick walls there was a Jaunters out high. The
Southern suburb to the question. Stars fire - whether he
do his form - cat I do not know - behind a glass window.
I do this, and
Chaucer. From on one to eat an apple. was attracted
apparently had been given the health in the bush - for
it is infallible. to the anything near the small squares
which seem to serve Russian language. So much of an
animal died in rain - those of those that in were

Finally transplanted to a larger structure - their although
in we still have animals cafes for the
parlour - in one at least one.

Then Chaucer - the B. Beaver - at one time

Tribal - at again - cafes in us with his arm.

but in intelligent as pleasant.

The lunch before in the Exhibit Restaurant

mean while glass fountain - I went in to take some
photographs while B. was a shift.
In those early days to the sea came first Crusaders,
and both turtles crept to the sea gods
as their mark. Chinese raced - but tells that at
Kingsley sheltered by Russians.

He bathed in the stream to console me from despair
in the waters, Andamania as returns via Hen
caused way to the city.

And they washed in their arms the clothes
but it had passed years from seeing in the
Sri Lanka - but managed to do so the following day when
the men to read Carnage &c. Po &c.

Monday July 3

This is the date 3 of the sea arrival
in Kithara - we were washed up by the sea gull
but that simulated me nearly to death.